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From the President
RECOGNIZING OUR BEST
Due to the generosity of our members through the
years, awards and trophies are presented annually
to recognize outstanding accomplishments in our
breed. In this informational article, I will revisit how
SCWTCA and its members “recognize our best!”
Trophy recipients receiving recognition at the time
of the win for conformation.
Presented to the winners at the Montgomery County
Kennel Club Show.
 Andover Challenge Trophy: Presented to
the Best of Breed Winner at the SCWTCA
National Specialty.
 Bryan E. McNamara Memorial Trophy:
Presented to the owner of the winner of the
Bred by Exhibitor Bitch class at the SCWTCA
National Specialty.
 Supported Entries Trophy: Presented to the
Best of Breed, Best of Opposite Sex, Winners
Dog and Bitch, Select Dog and Bitch, Best
in Sweepstakes and Best of Opposite Sex in
Sweepstakes for the winners of approved
regional specialties and selected shows with
a large Wheaten entry. These trophies are
medallions with an embossed Wheaten head
designed by Darcie Olson, made by Wendall
August Forge and provided by SCWTCA, Inc.
*Supported Entries are not given at SCWTCA
National Specialties.
Award recipients receiving recognition at the
Annual Awards Dinner following the win for
conformation the previous year.
The following Awards acknowledge the Breeders
of dogs and/or bitches with SCWTCA National
Specialty wins.
 Best in Specialty Show Breeder Award:
Presented to the breeder(s) of the Best of Breed
winner at the National Specialty.
 Everett Keller Memorial Trophy: Presented

 to the breeder(s) of the Winner’s Bitch at the
National Specialty.
 Mary Ann Dallas Award: Presented to
the breeder(s) of the Best of Winners at the
National Specialty.
 Maureen Holmes Memorial Trophy:
Presented to the breeder(s) of the Best in
Sweepstakes winner.
 Brenmoor Award: Presented to the
Breeder(s) of Record who accumulates the
most points from the Bred By Exhibitor
class (dogs and bitches) during the National
Specialty Weekend or the Roving Specialty
Weekend.
The following Awards acknowledge dogs and bitches
with special conformation achievements.
 Best in Show Award: Presented to each
Wheaten who wins a Best in Show at an AKC
All-Breed Show and at least one co-owner is a
SCWTCA member.
 CH Abby’s Postage Dhu O’Waterford
“Casey” Award: Presented to the Wheaten
defeating the most Wheatens by going Best of
Breed and at least one co-owner is a SCWTCA
member.
 The Amaden Trophy: Presented to the
Wheaten Bitch defeating the most Wheatens
by going Best of Breed or Best of Opposite
Sex and at least one co-owner is a SCWTCA
member.
 Junior Showmanship Award: Presented to
the junior handler, showing a Wheaten, who
has defeated the most junior handlers as a
result of class placements or winning Best
Junior Handler at AKC shows within the show
calendar year. The junior handler must coown the Wheaten exhibited with a SCWTCA
member or be a relative of a SCWTCA
member.
The following Awards acknowledge the dogs and
bitches with special achievements as producers.
 Register of Merit (ROM): Presented to
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top producing Wheatens; sires must produce
V9G88A6;4@C<BAFB9E86BE7 4A774@F
must produce eight (8) champions of record.
 Gleanngay Holliday “Doc” Award:
Presented to the Wheaten dog that produces the
most champions during a calendar year, with
the stipulation that the dog produces no fewer
G;4AVI86;4@C<BAF "AG;88I8AGB94G<8 G;8
winner will be chosen by age, with the oldest
dog winning the trophy. The wheaten must be
owned by his breeder, and the breeder/owner
must be a member in good standing with
SCWTCA.
The following Awards acknowledge dogs and bitches
with special performance achievements.
 Obedience Dog of the Year: Presented to the
Wheaten with the highest average obedience
score at AKC Obedience Trials and at least one
co-owner is a SCWTCA member.
 High In Trial: Presented to a Wheaten
who wins High In Trial at any AKC show or
obedience trial, but not at a SCWT Specialty,
4FI8E<V87<A AKC Awards.
 Ida Sawtelle Mallory Versatility Awards:
Presented to Wheatens which have achieved
two (2) titles in multiple areas of AKC
competition; conformation, obedience,
tracking or agility.
 Happy Jack Memorial Awards: Presented
to any Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier owned by
a member or non-member who earns an AKC
CD, CDX, VD, VDX.
 Harry Blair Award: Presented to any
wheaten owned by a SCWTCA member in
good standing who earns an AKC Tracking
Dog (TD) title during the calendar year
CE8687<A:G;8CE8F8AG4G<BAL84E 4FI8E<V87<A
AKC Awards.
 Judy Shortino Award: Presented to any
Wheaten owned by a SCWTCA member in
good standing who earns an AKC Tracking
Dog Excellent (TDX) title or an AKC Variable
Surface Tracking Dog (VST) title during the
calendar year preceding the presentation year,
4FI8E<V87<AAKC Awards.

The following Awards acknowledge individuals who
display extraordinary effort in the support of the Soft
Coated Wheaten Terrier.
 SCWTCA Rescue Family of the Year:
Presented to the person or family who exhibits
extraordinary care, dedication, and personal
F46E<V68<AG;8C8E9BE@4A68B9E8F6H8899BEGFBA
behalf of SCWTCA Rescue as determined by
the chair of the Rescue Committee.
 Jan Linscheid Fellowship Award: The Award
is presented when deemed appropriate (not more
than once per year) to a member of SCWTCA
who has made an extraordinary contribution to
the Club and to the Breed and who epitomizes
the outstanding qualities of Jan Linscheid.
 AKC Outstanding Sportsmanship Award:
At the discretion of the Board, SCWTCA
shall participate in the AKC Outstanding
Sportsmanship Award honoring an active valued
member of the Club who deserves special
recognition for having made a difference in the
sport of purebred dogs, embodied in the AKC
Code of Sportsmanship.
The following Award acknowledges the dog that has
provided a community service.
 Wheaten Ambassador Award: Presented to
the Wheaten Terrier who has made a difference
in its community. The primary emphasis is
on community service and diplomacy through
therapy work and or exceptional fund-raising
activities for the greater good.
We’ve all had that unique Wheaten or that special
someone in the breed that changed our lives when
we least expected it. SCWTCA would like to offer
you the opportunity to sponsor a trophy or award
in their honor for our National or Roving Specialty.
Please submit details and your request to the Board of
Directors at board@scwtca.org.
“Celebrate the Breed. Celebrate the Friendships!”
Jinx Moore

8A6;@4E>F IB?H@8 AH@58E C4:8

From the Editor
It’s that time of year when specialties abound. In this
issue, look for articles, critiques and photographs from
the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club of Northern
California held in Sacramento in April, and from the
40th anniversary weekend of the Delaware Valley
Kennel Club, highlighting their specialty at the Bucks
BHAGLF;BJG;8VEFGJ88>8A7<A&4L 864HF8G;8
shows are separated by 3,000 miles and Gay Dunlap
had judged both, I asked her to compare the dogs she
judged at each of these weekends. Her commentary
makes me wonder how we can conceivably have the
same experience she did, that is, see the diversity of
our breed and how we can incorporate the best of all
as we continue to advance our breeding programs.
Two things come to mind: is it time to discuss (once
again) the possibility of an independent specialty
somewhere in the heartland of America. Could we
6BAF<78EG;8A8J)HE<A4<A7BBE946<?<GL<A&<FFBHE<
which has state-or-the art facilities for exhibitors,
vendors and observers? What is the best way to
facilitate bringing dogs from both coasts together with
the vast number of dogs not seen at either show –
those dogs of the central part of the U.S.?
Another less complicated, less expensive way to
highlight a variety of dogs is to advertise. For a
very reasonable fee, you can showcase your dog in
Benchmarks both in color (the website) and in black
and white (the print version.) How about an ad which
features the dog you want to advertise along with
pictures of both the sire and the dam? We can research
photos in the yearbooks, but this would be a visual
opportunity to see all three on a single page.
While conformation events abound, they are not the
BA?LE87?8GG8E74LF9BE0;84G8A-8EE<8EF "A&4L G;8
VEFG$F4A6G<BA87;8E7<A:GE<4?B66HEE87 ?BA:
with the write up of this inaugural event, is an article
called Herding 101. How many of us would like to
participate in this burgeoning performance event, but
don’t know how to get started? Herding 101 will give
you the basics in an easy-to-follow format. Look for
similar articles about therapy dogs, rally and agility in
future issues.

(AG;8@87<64?9EBAG &4EF/8G8E<A4EL<FB998E<A:
a new genetic test. Whether or not this ultimately
CEBI8F58A8V6<4?GBBHE5E887 <G<F<A9BE@4G<BAG;4G
is cutting edge and soon available to breeders. Two
6?H5F4E8B998E<A:'6?<A<6FGB58A8VG5BG;G;8
))E8F84E6;4G&<FFBHE<.A<I8EF<GL4A7G;8'4G<BA4?
"AFG<GHG8B9!84?G; BG;FGH7<8F;4I8FC86<V6
requirements which are detailed in this issue.
As always, we rejoice in the celebration of our senior
dogs. Please enjoy Beth Sorensen’s narrative about
moving with a (very!) senior dog. It certainly shows
us how our older pets can adjust as long as they are
with their beloved human companions. Following the
celebration is a FAQ with my local vet. It serves as
a reminder of the many questions we all will face as
our exuberant youngsters enter their later years. For
a more detailed explanation of senior testing, please
refer to Jana Carraway’s article Wheaten Golden Years
in the June 2010 issue of Benchmarks, available on the
website.
Dogs remind us daily that living in the moment may
be the best way to live. Be kind to one another, eat
well and enjoy a good cuddle - today.
Molly O’Connell

N.B. In the interest of space: sires, dams, breeders and owners of
SCWTCNC are acknowledged in the show write up; those winners at
Del Val are captioned with the pictures.

Dogs are our link to paradise.
They don't know evil or jealousy or discontent. To sit with
a dog on a hillside on a glorious afternoon is to be back
in Eden, where doing nothing
was not boring--it was peace.
&<?4A$HA78E4
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Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club
of Northern California
Specialty Weekend
April 15, 2011
by Lance Canter
“Bringing Broadway to You, Take Two” was a
wonderful way to elaborate on last year’s theme and
enjoy a second set of Kathy Helf’s beautiful hand
painted trophies featuring different Broadway shows.
And they did not disappoint!

Winners Dog and Best of Winners went to Ltd. Edition
8@CF8LUF%8:46L!%8:46L0<?7J8FG0<?7WBJ8E
K!%G77<G<BA?4>8(U EAGE88 E8878E,4A7<
4A7 ?8AA@BEBF<44A7#BA4?4E< (JA8EFAA8
Rudolph and Matt Flores and Gwen Arthur. Reserve
Winners Dog was awarded to Bonney New England
Jeanne Ferris of Bryr Rose Wheatens judged a
)4GE<BG L!!4E5BHE!<??&<>88?VABK!
Sweepstakes entry of 8. Best in Sweepstakes was
#4@5BE88-E8F@<:4F E8878EFBAA<8,AL78E 
Bonney New England Patriot. (By CH Harbour Hill
Jocelyn Slayton, and Barbara Fain. Owned and shown
&<>88?VABK!#4@5BE88-E8F@<:4F E8878EF by Bonnie Snyder.
Bonnie Snyder, Jocelyn Slayton, and Barbara Fain.
Owned and shown by Bonnie Snyder.
0<AA8EF<G6;J4F!4E5BHE!<?? &<AHG8&84?F
!!4E5BHE!<??)84AHGHGG8EHCK!4E5BHE
Beautifully complimenting our winner, BOS
!<??4G0<FG8E<4%4A8 E8878E,HF4A,4>4HL8 
Gemstone Monarch Over Boston (CH Mackanme
(JA8E#84A<A8?4I8??4A7,HF4A,4>4HL8 +8F8EI8
84EL,C86<4?B9B74F64K! 8@FGBA8F
Winners Bitch went to Escapade Just a Minute (CH
<:;G;<AA<A:@8E4?7J4F5E875L&4E=<4H@4AA
E<A:?B+<F85BI8G;8&<FGKH<7E84@#HFG4
and Tami Herzog and owned by John Roos, James
-<G6; E8878ELAG;<4%<??8L4A7BAA<8(UBAABE 
Calibjo, and Tami Herzog.
(JA8ELAG;<4%<??8L
The regular classes were judged by long time breeder
=H7:8 4LHA?4CJ;B8I4?H4G874V8?7B9
Wheatens. Best of Breed was a repeat of last year’s
winner—Ch Vintage Signed Sealed and Delivered
!&4EL@BE8 <9G0E4CC87K;$4L?LAAF
!84EG?4A7/<AG4:8 E8878EE<4A'8FF4A7&<6;48?
Weiss and Kay Baird. Owned by Laura Marrero and
Brian Ness and Michael Weiss.
8FGB9(CCBF<G8,8KJ4F4J4E787GB !4EBDH8
You Ain’t Seen Nothing Yet (CH Stratford Top Priority
K!&4EDH88UF"9"G<AUG4EBDH8 E8878E (JA8E
Christy Weagant.

,8?86G (&4J4E7FJ8E8:<I8AGB
Ch Kincora Tara Life in the Fast Lane (CH Duidream
*H<6>-<@8K$<A6BE4-4E4 B9BE B?7 E8878E
Jon and Kathy Apogee and Cecily Skinner and Kayce
!84?L (JA8E#BA4A7$4G;LCB:884A786<?L
Skinner and Kayce Healy.
GCH Galen’s Winter’s Tale (CH Starlight Treasure
;8FGK 4?8AUF<I8 B?78A+<A:F E8878E,;8<?4
O’Connell and Maurice Monette and Penny Smith.
Wheatens were not just successful in conformation.
?L78,6;4H8E4A7R%468LS6B@C?8G87G;8rd leg of

8A6;@4E>F IB?H@8 AH@58E C4:8

G;8<EG;8<EFH668FF9H?DH8FG9BE%468LUF14A7F;8
was the highest scoring Wheaten.

"GJ4F4945H?BHFJ88>8A7 (A58;4?9B9G;8,B9G
B4G870;84G8A?H5B9'BEG;8EA4?<9BEA<4 "JBH?7
?<>8GBG;4A>4??J;B4GG8A7874A78K;<5<G87 "JBH?7
"A477<G<BAGBBHE,C86<4?GLBAE<74L G;8E8J8E8G;E88 also like to thank all the Club members who worked
additional shows during the weekend. Plenty of time so hard to make our Specialty a success. Looking
to show our dogs and connect with Wheaten friends,
9BEJ4E7GBCE<? 
both old and new. Our Club’s dinner on Friday night
4A7<GJ4F4JBA78E9H?C?468GBE8?4K4A7F6;@BBM8 

Sweepstakes Critique
by Jeanne Ferris
"J4AGGBG;4A>G;8,0-B9'BEG;8EA4?<9BEA<49BE
G;8;BABEB9=H7:<A:,J88CFG4>8F4G<GFFC86<4?GL "G
J4F@LVEFGG<@8=H7:<A: 4A7"8A=BL878I8EL@<AHG8
B9<G -;4A>LBHGB4??B9G;88K;<5<GBEFLBH@478@L
assignment a lot of fun.
Puppy Dog 9-12 Months
Bonney New England Patriot. This young boy
really caught my eye. He had a lovely coat and color,
4A7J4F4:BB7@BI8E !8J4FFDH4E84A754?4A687 
creating a nice picture going around the ring.
Puppy Dog 12-18 Months
Finley Denali High and Mighty. Also a nice dog.
Good movement coming and going, with a nice coat.
Could use a bit more head.
Puppy Bitch 6-9 Months
Escapade Just A Minute. This youngster was one
cute little package with a pretty coat. She could use
more angulation in the rear.
Puppy Bitch 9-12 Months
Gemstone Monarch Over Boston. A very pretty bitch
J<G;4A<68;847C<8684A7:BB78KCE8FF<BA :BB7

",,BAA8L'8JA:?4A7)4GE<BG

mover. She was very sound and nice to put my hands
on.
Puppy Bitch 12-18 Months
Starlight Rose Parade. Was nicely balanced with
pretty side movement. Needed a bit more length of
coat for my liking.
Best in Sweepstakes (from the 9-12 class)
Bonney New England Patriot. He was the puppy
that stood out in my mind and he was presented
584HG<9H??L "J4F78?<:;G87J;8A;8J8AGBAGBJ<A
8FG)HCCL"A,;BJ
Best of Opposite Sex (from the 9-12 class)
Gemstone Monarch Over Boston. A very pretty and
showy girl. She was a pleasure to go over.
Thank you again to the SCWT Club of Northern
4?<9BEA<4 ";474JBA78E9H?G<@8=H7:<A:4A7
enjoyed visiting with friends old and new at the dinner
G;4G8I8A<A: "=HFG?BI8@L584HG<9H?=H7:8UF:<9G 4
hand painted ceramic by Cathie Helf.

(,, 8@FGBA8&BA4E6;(I8EBFton

8A6;@4E>F IB?H@8 AH@58E C4:8

NCTA and SCWTCNC’s Specialty Critique
Friday April 15, 2011
Judge Gay Dunlap
A few very brief glances into the Wheaten ring
diagonally across from where I was judging the day
before the specialty told me that I could expect to see
some rather nice outlines on my Wheaten entry. This
made me happy. The temptation to watch my breed
being judged when I am judging in another ring is
always present! I am reminded of the inimitable Anne
Rogers Clark who would invariably stop proceedings
in her ring to watch her beloved Poodles being judged
in an adjacent one. But I am no Anne
Rogers Clark!

balance his size. Held his outline on the go around.
Pleasing set on of tail with nice butt behind it.
Bred By Exhibitor Dog
1st – Stratford Notorious At Lismore. A young dog,
nicely balanced with lovely ear size and carriage. I
was pleased with his moderate size. I would like to
see a bit more color to his coat.
2nd – Finley Denali High And
Mighty.%4E:8EG;4A@LVEFG
place dog but within reason. He
lost to my winner of the class on
ear size and placement. I would
also prefer a larger headpiece
which would in turn create
better overall balance. Nice
level top-line, smooth on the goaround.

Overall, my assessment proved right.
There were some quite nicely balanced
Wheatens of pleasing make and shape.
I was also, overall, pleased with coat
quality both color and texture. If I may
make a few general observations here,
I was pleasantly surprised with side
gait in all my classes. I found none to
Winner’s Dog/Best of Winners:
be lacking in what I feel to be correct
Ltd. Edition Dempsey’s Legacy
extension. I do not expect nor do I want
3rd – Tralee Bay’s Secret Agent
tremendous reach and drive in our terrier breeds. I
Man 007. A large dog, which would have been
would have been delighted to see better ear size and
84F<8EGBG4>8<9;8;47588A@BE8E8VA87 !8=B<A87
placement. There were far too few. When possible,
others that I found to be overly coarse in back skull.
I tried to honor correct size and found too many that
He displayed a little sootiness on the top of his head
"98?GJ8E8BI8EG;8F<M8FC86<V87<ABHEFG4A74E7 
which could well disappear as he matures.
Rears have vastly improved but front movement still
is vexing. Some I found to be coarse in body type and Open Dog
others sported coarse back skulls. Bites were, with
two exceptions, quite acceptable. Eye color was up
1st – Ltd Edition Dempsey’s Legacy. Lovely balance
to standard. Top-lines have really improved, and I can on this dog and he out-moved the others in this
think of none that displeased me. I was delighted to
class on the day. His reach of neck and exceptional
VA74784EG;B9?BA:4A7?BJ J;<6;"988?GB58G;8
headpiece really caught my eye and held my attention.
drag of the breed, along with oversized ears.
I would like to see more of him behind his tail.
Puppy Dog 9-12 Months
1st –Bonney New England Patriot. A singleton entry.
Easy on the eye in terms of outline, with lovely coat
and color. Would like to see a smaller, slightly better
placed ear and his head could be slightly longer to

2nd – Mackanme Foreign Affair V.Bodasca. Also
4A4668CG45?LF<M877B: -;BH:;GG;8VEFGC?4687B:
was more balanced. Moved out smartly. I would have
liked a bit more to his headpiece and felt he lacked
FH9V6<8AGA86>GB54?4A68;<F?8A:G;B9546>
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3rd – Harbour Hill Visits Jellystone. A heavier
boned dog, his intense color, although I am certain it
is natural, was a bit too much and the texture lacked
the silken quality called for in the standard. Pleasing
outline with nice set on of tail.
Winners Dog – Ltd Edition Dempsey’s Legacy
(From the Open Dog Class)
Reserve WD – Bonney New England Patriot (From
the Puppy 9-12 Class)

presentation. Ears were much smaller than they
appeared because of excess hair left on them. Overall,
it was her trim that did her in.
4th – Gemstone Monarch Over Boston. Very pretty
coated, nice moving bitch. In the best of worlds I
would want her to be more compact and would prefer
straighter pasterns. I wish she had shown with a bit
more spark and held her tail up when she came back to
me.
*Such a disappointment here. The winner of
this class was excused from the Winners Bitch
6B@C8G<G<BA5864HF8B946BAW<6GB9<AG8E8FG -;8
co-owner was our sweeps judge on the day and the
handler was unaware of it.

Puppy Bitch 6-9 Months
1st – Escapade Just A Minute. Singleton entry.
Adorable puppy with lots of
spark and animation. Loved
her size. Just 6 months, she
6BH?7HF8@BE858A7B9FG<W8
but, that being said, she sports
a level top-line nonetheless,
even on the go around. Ears
are a lovely size but probably
should be reset to bring them
closer into her head.
Puppy Bitch 9-12 Months *

12-18 Month Bitch (Not a strong
class. Front movement was a problem
with all.)
1st – Bonney Follow That Star. The
obvious winner in this class due to
her correct size and coat quality. Ears
could be smaller and better placed.

Winner’s Bitch:

2nd – Starlight Rose Parade. Coat
quality and over-sized ears placed this
bitch in second position. Nice feminine
bitch, could have had a better trim.

Harbour Hill 30 Minute Meals

1st – Bryr Rose Marymore
Moet Chandon. Appealing make and shape although
an over abundance of coat, albeit man made, was a
serious distraction. Pleasing coat color and texture.
Could use a smaller ear. Sound of movement coming,
:B<A:4A7<ACEBV?8 !8?7;8EBHG?<A8 %BI87;8E
moderate size.

3rd – Marymore Circle Of Friends. Not an easy one
to comment on since, although her ears were better
G;4A@LVEFGGJBC?468@8AGF F;87<7ABGF;BJJ8?? 
higher tail set would improve her outline. Nice length
of leg.

2nd – Landmark Ready For Primetime. Lovely
ears, both set and size. This bitch is solid with good
neck to back transition. Also well balanced with nice
?8A:G;B9?8:HA78E;8E %4E:8EG;4A@LVEFGC?468
bitch however, and still, she pushed her for 1st place.
Would have liked a bit more of her behind the tail and
found her trim a little too “Kerry-ish.”

1st – Tralee Bay’s Higher Than A Kite. This bitch
JBABHG<AG;8VA4?4A4?LF<F5864HF8B9;8EBI8E4??
balance and square outline. Could have smaller, betterplaced ears.

3rd – Emerald Isle Perchance To Dream. Also
well put together, she proved to be sound with good
reach and drive. What really hurt this bitch was her

2nd – Gemstone Playin’ Games. Lovely blend of
neck into back, she is pretty coated. Considering her
size I would like to see a larger headpiece.

Bred By Exhibitor Bitch
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Open Bitch

the two but I feel she needs more daylight under her.
On the move she appeared to run downhill.

1st – Harbour Hill 30 Minute Meals. She won on
her lovely square outline. Free moving, an honest
bitch, I feel a slightly longer neck would serve her
well.
2nd– Glenamon Dress Me In Silk. Prettiest coat of

Winners Bitch – Harbour Hill 30 Minute Meals
(Open Bitch Class)
Reserve WB – Escapade Just A Minute (Puppy
6-9 Class)

Best of Breed:

Vintage Signed, Sealed and Delivered

Best Of Breed – Ch Vintage Signed Sealed And Delivered. What an honor to be able to award BOB to
a mature dog! Just shy of 4 years old, he has held onto the qualities he displayed as a youngster. Pleasing
rectangular headpiece and ears of perfect size, he sports a bang-up tail and excellent angles, front and rear. His
FHC8E54GG<GH784A7<A6E87<5?8F8?9 6BAV78A6847787GBG;88?8:4A68"?BI8GBF888K;<5<G87<ABHE5E887

Best of Opposite Sex:

GCH Baroque You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet

Best of Opposite Sex – GCH Baroque You Ain’t Seen Nothin’ Yet. This young bitch pressed my BOB
dog hard. Her exquisite coat texture and color, perfect ear size/placement and correct square outline made her a
F;B8 <A9BEBA8B9G;8F8GBC;BABEF ,;8J4FW4J?8FF?LCE8F8AG874A7;8E@BI8@8AG8DH4?87G;4GB9@L(
dog.
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is not a boy! He is nicely put together, square, with a
well-set tail and nice shelf.

Select Dog and AOM

CH Kincora Tara Life in The Fast Lane

Another beautifully balanced dog on the small side
but well within standard, there is nothing to suggest he

Reserve Winner’s Bitch:

Select Bitch and AOM – GCH Galen’s Winter’s
Tale. Another mature Wheaten to admire! 4 1/2 years
old and in prime condition, the bloom on her coat
was exquisite, falling in lovely silken waves. Perfect
size, bang-up tail, nicely angulated, she is extremely
competitive and, in turn, would have pushed my BOS
bitch harder had her trim been better. It’s a hard one
for many handlers, getting the trim right, and the more
6BEE86GG;86B4GG;8@BE87<9V6H?GG;8=B5 ,6H?CG<A:
F<@C?L7B8FAUGJBE>BA4CEBC8EWBJ<A:6B4G
(No Photo available)

CDX: Clyde Schauer and “Lacey”

Escapade Just a Minute

-;4A>FGB'-4A7G;80;84G8A9B?>F9BEG;8;BABEB9=H7:<A:4F;BJ"4?J4LF8A=BL 5BG;4F4=H7:8
and as an exhibitor. It was, as always, a delightfully rewarding experience.

The Faces of SCWTCNC
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Moving with a Geriatric Dog
by Beth Sorenson

relatively uneventful drive to Utah. We spent the
VEFGA<:;G4G47B: 9E<8A7?L%4*H<AG4<A,G  8BE:8 
However dog friendly meant two dogs, so most of the
My family found out that we would
crew stayed in the car (we drove until after dark so it
have the opportunity to move from
was cool for them). We made Shooter a bed area in
San Diego to Colorado in February
the car since we had one dog that had been sick the
of 2010. I started the process of
VEFG74L4A74ABG;8EG;4GJ4F?<>8?LGBJ;<A8<AG;8
VA7<A:4C?468GB?<I8A84E8AI8EG;4G?8:4??L4??BJ87 car who needed to stay in the hotel. Shooter once
us to keep all of our dogs (no easy task with the
again proved to be uncomplicated. She ate and drank
zoning laws!). However in April we bought a house on normally and went for a short exercise walk before
an acre that met all our needs, and proceeded to plan
settling in for the night. Day two started early, but was
our move.
easy for the whole canine crew. (The kids, however,
were rather tired of the car trip). We hit some nasty
Our oldest dog, Shooter, was 16 at the time, and I did
weather in eastern Utah and snow through the Rocky
have some concern about how she would handle the
Mountains, but otherwise the day was long but
transition. Shooter had been with
uneventful.
me through most of my adult life:
from graduate school, through
0;8AJ8VA4??L4EE<I874GBHE;BHF8
four job changes, marriage, the
in Colorado, Shooter proceeded to
addition of three children and
check out every room in the house,
eight moves, so she had proven
VA4??LE846;<A:G;8@4FG8E587EBB@ 
herself to be quite adaptable.
When she entered that room, she
She had always been a great car
stopped, raised her head to look at us
traveler, but hadn’t been on a long
and wagged her tail, like she realized
road trip since 2001! Additionally
she was home at last.
she had lost a little weight in
the spring, so as our June move
Our fence was supposed to be
approached I hoped her health was stable and that she completed before we arrived, but the rainy weather
would weather the trip well.
had prevented it. The house is great for older dogs;
there are two separate ramps to the yard from the
Our move would be two full days of driving with
deck area, as well as a couple of stairs. When we
two cars, three adults, three kids (three and under)
took Shooter outside she explored our yard then went
and seven dogs! The other six dogs were crated, but
over to the neighboring farm and started trotting off
Shooter was allowed to travel on the seat with a dog
like she was on a mission – I’m not sure how far she
587 -;8VEFG;4?9;BHEB9G;8GE<CJ4FBA4J<A7<A:
would have gone if I didn’t call her back. Shooter
road and she had trouble getting comfortable. Since
settled in to her new life immediately spending a lot
she had always been a dog that curled up and didn’t
of time sleeping in our room on a soft blanket by the
move during any car trip, I was concerned about the
bed or out exploring the yard. Shooter was always an
next 18 hours. Fortunately she settled in once the road exceptionally easy and steady dog; her age was really
evened out. I suspect the jostling and turns were just
no impediment to her move.
a little uncomfortable for her. Just before we started
the trip, a couple of our dogs had upset stomachs. I
Unfortunately we had to say goodbye to Shooter the
thought it might be stress, but since it proceeded to
end of September 2010, but I’m very glad she was
go through the whole crew I think they may have
able to enjoy her 17th birthday (June 30th) in Colorado.
caught some stomach bug. The only dog who avoided She thoroughly enjoyed her last few months and she
especially liked standing outside with her nose to the
it entirely was Shooter! We did have a couple of
wind. We will always miss her.
8KGE4FGBCF9BE4F<6>7B:G;4GVEFG74L 5HG<GJ4F4
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!%BAGE888F8EG;4E<F@44EE<8
!)4<F?8L9G8E&<7A<:;GK!%BAGE88,C4E>?8F)?8AGL
H:HFG  &4E6;  
4EE<884EA87;8E;4@C<BAF;<C4A7G;8AJ4FK E4L874A77<4:ABF87J<G;
mild dysplasia in one hip. She was never bred and went to Pennsylvania
to live with a dear friend of mine. She lived a long healthy life, very
@H6;?BI875LBJA8E ,;4EBA%4@C 4A7F;8A8I8E;4745<GB9GEBH5?8
with that “faulty” hip!
#BL%4L?BA
%BAGE880;84G8AF
In Honor of Winterwheat’s Ice Crème
H55L! 4?J4L4<?8LF"E<F;EN@8 ,<E8K!0<AG8EJ;84GUF"??HF<I8 ?4A68
&4L  &4E6;  
Cubby was a strong, athletic, loving boy who enriched our lives beyond
words.He was an extraordinary wheaten who loved to chase squirrels, bury
his head in the snow, go for long walks and above all, hang out with his
family. We miss him terribly. He will be in our hearts forever.
Jean Menard
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CH. Shenanigan’s Jump n’ Jehosophat CD RE OAJ NA (Wrigley)
(Jendu Ante Up x Shenanigan’s Second Edition CD)
Date of Birth: February 27, 1998

0E<:?8LJ4FBHEVEFG7B:4A7BHEVEFG0;84G8A0;4G4=BL4A7;BJ5?8FF87J84E8GB;4I846;4@C<BAJ;B
loved being in the ring in both conformation and performance! His career was cut short when he became blind
BA4A4:<?<GL6BHEF84GL84EFB?7!8FG<??E8@4<AF494AG4FG<6 9HA ?BI<A:7B:4A74A4@4M<A:!BH7<A< 8I8A
5?<A7!864AVA7;<FJ4LBHGB94454A46E4G8<A F86BA7F!8
continues to be a joy to our family and we are so thankful he is
?<I<A:4:BB7?<988I8AJ<G;BHG;<FF<:;G !8;4FBHG ?<I874??;<F
littermates and continues to prance his way down the street making
everyone think he can see perfectly! He is determined to keep up
with his 11 year old brother and we hope he lives to be 17 or 18!
Sue and Bruce Peters
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Happy Birthday to:
Raelyn Wish ‘N Tell (Molly)
CH Andover Make A Wish X CH Mansura Gentle
Rain
Born: May 31, 1997
Molly who started life as Li’l Bit is turning 14 years
old at the end of May! She lives with three cats and
two people. She loved to hike the Adirondacks and
cross-country ski with us when she was younger. She
can’t wait for the mounds of snow to melt to get back
to her walks in the neighborhood park this spring.
She’s been our love and the center of our lives and
she continues to amaze us with her sense of humor,
playfulness and unconditional love – even in her hardof-hearing senior years!
Loved by Lynn Larson

beautiful girl she was as a puppy. She’s just as alert
(although a tad hard of hearing) and just as spunky
(although a tad bit of arthritis), but she amazes people
when they learn her age. Celtie has been known
for making beautiful dives into the pool, known for
traveling (she’s been in 46 states), and known as the
poster girl for the Red Hat Society for the SCWT
Genetic Research Fund. She’s taken agility classes
and was pictured in Benchmarks doing jumps at
the annual wheaten picnic when she was ten. She’s
been in the newspaper with her Birthday Parades,
and each year the number of dogs increasing with
people asking to be a part of the fun, silly parade
around the neighborhood, ending with a blessing of
the animals and of course liver cake. This year she
is proud that she will be the oldest as she travels to
SC to attend her Raelyn Family Picnic. She has been
a joy and a wonderful big sister to Doogan when she
was two and to Higgins when she was 12.
Karen and Ken Wood

Raelyn Hugs ‘N Wishes (Celtie)
CH Andover Make A Wish X CH Mansura Gentle
Rain
Born: May 31, 1997
Celtie was our introduction into the wonderful
Wheaten World, making us ‘dog people’ more than we
already were, and bringing us in contact with lifetime
wonderful wheaten friends.
She has been in Benchmarks several times over her
years but it is with great excitement that she appears
in this special senior’s section, and we are thrilled she
“is” as she “was”, being the same dainty, petite,
Benchmarks . volume 39 . number 2 . page 18

Happy 13th Birthday to Litter Sisters
CH Raelyn Sweet Serenade (Chloe) and CH Raelyn Good N’Plenty (Carly)
; %8:46L0<?7J8FG0<?7WBJ8EK; &4AFHE4 8AG?8+4<A
Born: April 22, 1998
When their mother, Emma, had her second litter, I decided to keep these two girls. Everyone warned me that
two littermates would be trouble. And they were right! What one didn’t think of, the other one did. They made
a habit of sleeping together on my coffee table. But these girls were a joy, and they both produced beautiful
puppies. Their sweet temperaments are evidenced in their children, grandchildren and great-grandchildren. They
both live with each of their sons now, enjoying their senior years and are deservedly spoiled.
Lynn Cone
Raelyn Wheatens

Happy 15th Birthday to Tara!
(CH Frontline Silver Darling at Sanzerena)
Starcadia Tailspin x Kilcleagh Goldcrest in Frontline (IKC)
Date of Birth: March 16, 1996
At 15 years old, Tara enjoys a stroll and a peaceful life, but enjoys her three meals a day a great deal, so
much so, you can set your clock by her! She still does not miss a cat in the garden or across the street and is
selectively deaf!
We love her very much.
Sandra & Malcolm Jeffries
Sanzerena, UK
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Caring for Our Senior Dogs
In an interview with Tom Geiselhardt, DVM, I asked
him to consider a number of questions concerning our
older Wheatens and what to expect as our dogs grow
older. Being aware of the normal aging changes for
our senior pets will help us identify when there is a
medical problem that should be addressed.
Dr. Geiselhardt graduated from Colorado State
University Veterinary School in 1985 and has been in
practice at Homestead Animal Hospital in Centennial,
Colorado for the past 21 years. He lives with his wife,
Jennifer, three children, four cats and Ernie, the threelegged Wheaten Terrier. He has 110 active Wheaten
patients and his special interests include: urinary tract
medicine, surgery, reproduction, orthopedics, and
Brachycephlic Obstructive Airway Disease.
Q: What is old age for a dog?
A: Because of the many advances with nutrition
and preventative care, our veterinary patients are
living longer with dogs living to 13 years and beyond
(depending on weight and breed.) We generally
classify a dog “senior” after 7 years of age, which
according to many charts, is comparable to a 47 year
old human.
As animals age, the deeper the relationship and bond
788C8AF58GJ88ABJA8E4A7C8G 4A7G;8@BE87<9V6H?G
it is to see and accept old age. This is the main reason
“ senior well pet checks” are invaluable.
Q: What comprises the Senior Health Exam?
A: Senior Health Exams should include a thorough
history, complete physical exam, and screening
tests which identify medical conditions in pets
with no clinical signs. These tests allow the early
intervention and management that can improve quality
and possibly the length of a pet’s life. Animals are
remarkably adept at hiding medical problems until
they may become more advanced. Also in a healthy
senior pet, these tests provide critical baseline
information on normal values to allow us to evaluate
trends as the pet ages.

,B@8G8FGFJ8HF84E86B@C?8G85?BB7CEBV?8F 
radiographs, ECG’s, blood pressure monitoring,
fecal exams, tonometry, and dental exams. For the
SCWT, Urine Protein/Creatinine values and periodic
electroltye levels are crucial.
Q: What are some of the common conditions you see
in the senior dog, and how do you treat them?


(FG8B4EG;<E<GFA4?:8F<6F 4AG<<AW4@@4GBEL
meds, acupuncture, physical therapy, surgery,
and/or stem cell therapy
Renal disease: Diet, blood pressure control,
WH<7G;8E4CL
Periodontal disease: Routine
assessment, cleanings, and home care are
very important. Newer anesthetics and
patient monitoring capability allow us to
monitor geriatrics precisely during anesthetic
procedures with quick recoveries.
Cancer: Early diagnosis and treatment may
cure cancer with surgery, radiation, and
chemotherapy.
Cardiac disease: Newer meds along with
ultrasound allow us to monitor and slow the
progression of heart failure.
Infectious Disease: With newer
vaccines and protocol studies, we as
practicing veterinarians can make better
recommendations for the safety of you and
your pets against infections diseases.

Q: When is it time to see the vet?
A: All pets should be seen immediately by a
veterinarian for any bleeding disorder, sudden mass,
seizures, blindness, lameness, behavioral changes, or
5E84G;<A:7<9V6H?G<8F
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Join the Conversation
Senior Dogs. Many of us have lived with our older dogs, and all of us will at some time. There
are books, websites, magazines, and many venues where owners, veterinarians, and other experts talk about how to manage the unique needs of our dogs’ golden years. What better source
to tap, I thought, than our own SCWT owners. I invite you to share the special particulars that
you have discovered to bring comfort to your senior dog.
Please share with all of us your tricks of the trade. The following topics may spark some ideas.
Feel free to bring up others as well.
* Feeding: Is there a particular diet that seems to be easier to digest? Number of meals?
Type of bowls?
*
* Bedding: orthopedic beds? Heated ones?
*
* Bathing: how do you help an older dog stand in the tub?
*
* Grooming: clippers? Straight scissors? What if the older dog can’t stand on the
* table?
*
* Holistic supplements: additives that ameliorate arthritis or other aging diseases?
Here is the process:
* Label your topic (see ideas above or create a new one.)
* $) %" $#$ (% +&#$#
* Email to me at moconn1030@comcast.net no later than August 1, 2011.
* Sign your name!
*
I hope there will many responses. If so, I will print your comments in the September issue of
Benchmarks. If several of you submit the same idea, I will use all your names.
Share the wealth of knowledge that this wonderful readaership has to offer!
Benchmarks . volume 39 . number 2 . page 21
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Lola
wanted
to win at
Montgomery!

2010 National Specialty ~ WB/BW ~ Judge Sue Goldberg

  
Lola
wanted her
Championship!
<RX$LQ·W
Seen
Nothing Yet!...

Sammamish KC ~ WB ~ Judge Joe Walton

www.BAROQUEWHEATENS.com

Lola wanted
the Breed at her
first show as a
Special!
~ January 2011

TAO Terrier Group Show ~ BOB ~ Judge Gay Dunlap

  
  
  

Lola
wanted her
Grand
Championship!
  
~ March 2011
17 months old
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Seen Nothing Yet...
Seattle Kennel Club ~ BOB ~ Judge Cindy Vogels
...Lola wanted a fabulous California Weekend, April 2011:

AOM ~ NCTA
Judge ~ AnneMarie Moore

BOS ~ SCWTCNC Specialty
Judge ~ Gay Dunlap

BOS ~ Sacramento Kennel Club
Judge ~ Rosalind Kraus~Kramer

Lola is exclusively Breeder/Owner handled & conditioned by Christy Weagant

www.BAROQUEWHEATENS.com

The Devil’s Advocate
by Pam Mandeville
6BAI8EF4G<BAFJ84??;4I845BHGVA7<A:&E 
Wonderful. You know, the breeder friend that calls
you wailing “Who can I breed Poopsy to?”

Forests and Trees
Soon it will be mid-year evaluation time where I work.
We are in part measured by “standards of leadership,”
one of which is “Big Picture Orientation with an
Attention to Detail.” Meaning…while you’re making
sure each and every tree is healthy, don’t forget to
keep an eye on the forest.
That’s a competency we dog people need, too.
In some ways, purebred dogs are all about the details.
Is your Wheaten’s tail straight or gay? Is he over
19”…and by how much? Is that coat grey or does it
just have dark guard hairs? And beyond the dog…is it
a 3 point or a 4 point major? How many points off for
that crooked sit?
It’s easy to get lost in those weeds of detail and miss
the big picture.
Think about the last puppy evaluation you went to. I
bet you heard a lot about ears and red vs. mahogany
4A7E84EF4A7F;BH?78EF4A7V??4A7BA4A7BA -;8
breeder likely talked about how they wanted to
improve this trait or that and how well they think they
did. How many people stood back and looked at the
overall picture, the “make and shape” of the dog?
My husband relates a story about being a semibystander at an evaluation. Each piece of the dog was
discussed in detail. Finally, John asked “what about
the head?” Well, those with their hands on the dog
raved about its head…and yes, it was a well-made
head. “But,” John asked, “what about the head in
proportion to the rest of the dog?”
Ooops. Respectable head, but not enough of it to
balance the rest of the dog. .
My version of this story arises from those umpteen

I always ask a couple of questions. What 3 things
about Poopsy do you want to change? What 3 things
would you never, ever want to touch?
I hear what you’d expect…ears, shoulders, rears, size,
blocky skulls.
No one ever mentions balance. No one ever
comments on squareness, as big an issue as any in our
breed.
It seems to me too many Wheaten people focus too
much on details and not the big picture – the whole
7B: *H<6>OJ<G;BHG?BB><A:OJ;4GUFG;8VEFG
sentence in the standard?
Thumbs up to those who quoted: “The Soft Coated
Wheaten Terrier is a medium-sized, hardy, well
balanced sporting terrier, square in outline.” To those
of you who knew even more, the description of the
coat, the emphasis on moderation, the steady
disposition…even better.
0<??G;BF858G;8VEFGG;<A:FLBH6BAF<78EJ;8A
you do your next breeding? Most of us should…
5864HF8"U@ABGF88<A:8ABH:;7B:F<AG;8E<A:VGG<A:
G;4GVEFGR 8A8E4?CC84E4A68SC4E4:E4C;4A7"U@
darn sure not hearing enough breeders citing those
characteristics when talking about possible Mr.
Wonderfuls.
"9LBHUI8E8I<F<G87G;8 8A8E4?CC84E4A68
paragraph…did you see anything about ears or
shoulders or rears or blocky skulls? If those or any
78G4<?F4E8G;8VEFGG;<A:FLBHUE86BAF<78E<A:O4E8
LBH6BAV78AGLBHE5<G6;FBFH9V6<8AG?LC8EFBA<V8F
the Standard’s opening paragraph you can narrowly
6BA68AGE4G8BAG;BF898JFC86<V6GE4<GF
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What about when you look at a litter? Do you stand
546>4A7?BB>4GCHCC<8F4A7VEFGG;<A>;BJ6?BF8G;8L
are to that paragraph? Or are you immediately drawn
to the shiny coat or the pretty little ears or the wide
rear or smooth shoulders?
To me, a breed is in good shape when you look in
the ring and feel every dog is reasonably close to the
general description. Then it doesn’t bother me when
the details differ because those variances may just
represent individual breeders’ choices and/or the luck
of the draw.
Clubs also need to move between the forest and the
trees. In most clubs, that’s a big challenge for the
board. Understandable…boards are frequently made
up of people who made their bones in the club as hard
workers who get tasks accomplished. It’s easy to
continue in that vein.
In the years I’ve been a SCWTCA member, I’ve
watched that struggle…and in recent years, the
micromanagers have dominated Boards. I think the
current Board has taken some positive steps. I’ve
noted more tasks being assigned to member-chaired
committees; more still should be passed along. That
helps insure our club’s future. Members who have
ownership…a word used advisedly…of projects
develop an investment in the club; their success makes
them candidates for future Boards.

need to also look at the big picture (This is being
written while the current committee is still going about
its task.) Nominating Committees too often work at
=HFGV??<A:B4E7F84GF -;<F<F;BJB4E7@8@58EF
are re-nominated or automatically moved along with
no consideration of their performance.
I’ve long argued that the Nominating Committee
shouldn’t ask seated Board members if they want to
return. They should ask if they want to be considered
for a seat. This difference means the Committee can
look at the Board as a whole and think about the best
options for the club.
The other “big picture” a Nominating Committee
should consider is the future of the club. It’s the rare
individual who can join any Board as President in
G;8<EVEFGL84E 8GG8E4'B@<A4G<A:B@@<GG88put a
couple of promising newcomers on as directors, giving
them an opportunity to understand and address issues
the Board faces and build a foundation to possibly
become a future President…or prove themselves a
one term director.
Bottom line: We’re pretty good at examining detail…
but the Big Picture still needs work.

Boards spending time discussing details of members’
projects aren’t doing their job. They should be asking
broader questions: Is the membership growing or
declining? Are Wheaten entries up or down? In all
events? How about MCKC and Roving attendance?
Are Wheaten litter registrations up or down? Are
newer or older members serving the club? Are OFA
participation and results changing? How are these
things trending? Who are the people involved? What
kinds of issues do other parent clubs have and what
are they doing about them? How do they handle issues
like ours? These are questions for which the club has
access to real data, not just impressions or beliefs.
These and many more such questions need to be asked
and studied.
Which brings me to nominating committees and their
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Herding 101:
Getting Started with Your Wild and Wooly Wheaten
By Connie Koehler
Connie Koehler is president of SCWTCSC and chair, public education, SCWTCA. She was one of the co-authors--with
Suzanne Stone--of the successful 2010 SCWTCA petition to AKC for Wheatens’ eligibility to enter and earn titles in
AKC herding events. Connie was also the secretary of the DVSCWTC’s recent AKC herding instinct test weekend in
#(&)"#$ " %"""#&(" "( " $%%
 # '#
'"#  " !$(#$ !$$(   " '$" "
their AKC HT.

On May 11, 2010, the American Kennel Club approved the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier for entry into its
Herding Program, effective Jan. 1, 2011. Our Wheatens can now compete and earn titles in AKC herding
tests and trials, joining 31 other approved breeds as well as 16 Foundation Stock Service (FSS) breeds that are
awaiting full AKC recognition. Members of eligible breeds above the age of nine months, intact or altered, can
enter herding events. All dogs six months of age or older from eligible breeds can participate in AKC Herding
Instinct Tests, a precursor to the test and trial levels of eventing.

$B998EFGJB?8I8?FB9G<G?8F<A<GF!8E7<A:)EB:E4@ -;8VEFG?8I8?6B@CE<F8FGJBABA 6B@C8G<G<I8;8E7<A:
tests which evaluate a dog’s basic instinct and aptitude for training, using standardized metrics. Both test titles
are awarded after completing two legs under two different judges: Herding Tested (HT), in which the dog
78@BAFGE4G8FG;86BAGEB??87@BI8@8AGB9FGB6>GJ<689EB@CB<AGGBCB<AG4A7)E8 -E<4?-8FG87)- <AJ;<6;
the dog passes stock through four gates, changes direction, executes two controlled stops, and pens the stock.
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-;8F86BA7?8I8?B9;8E7<A:G<G?8F G;8GE<4??8I8? <F6B@C8G<G<I8 -<G?8F4E884EA87BI8E<A6E84F<A:?L7<9V6H?G
courses that display the dog’s ability to make contact with the sheep (outrun/lift), and fetch or drive the sheep
over farm or ranch courses through a variety of obstacles. Work over courses is also timed, with that factor used
to break scoring ties. AKC issues three titles, Herding Started (HS), Herding Intermediate (HI) and Herding
Excellent (HX), to dogs that have completed three qualifying legs under three different judges. Finally,
the Herding Champion title is awarded to holders of HX titles who have earned 15 championship points in
7I4A687!1 ?8I8?GE<4?6?4FF8F J<G;4G?84FGGJBVEFGC?468@8AGF 
As the new kids on the block in AKC herding, how do we Wheaten owner/handlers move our dogs and
ourselves from city streets to country roads? The following are some basic guidelines to transforming your
0;84G8A9EB@4C4@C8E87CHC<AGBG;8FG88?L 8L87FGB6>7B:G;4G<F?HE><A:58A84G;G;4G:BE:8BHF J8??
maintained coat:
1.

Find a trainer who knows loose-eyed, upright dogs with a “soft” herding style. There are two
GLC8FB9;8E7<A:FGL?8F -;8RFGEBA: 8L87S7B:6BAGEB?FFGB6>5L;B?7<A:G;8@J<G;4VE@?LVK87FG4E8
BE:4M8 4A7@BI8FBI8EG;8:EBHA7<A4FG4?><A:BE6EBH6;<A:@BI8@8AG ,GEBA: 8L877B:F4E8GBG4??L
focused on their stock, extremely intelligent and will be oblivious to most other external stimuli. The
BE78EB??<8<FG;8BA?LGEH?LFGEBA: 8L875E887 4?G;BH:;FB@8@4L<A6?H78G;8HFGE4?<4A4GG?8B:
in this category.
??BG;8E;8E7<A:5E887F4E8R?BBF8 8L87 HCE<:;GS7B:FG;4G6BAGEB?FGB6>ABGJ<G;G;8<E8L8 5HGE4G;8E
J<G;C;LF<64?CE8FFHE8 ;8E7<A:<A4AHCE<:;GCBF<G<BA FH5 64G8:BELB9G;<FF86BA7FGL?86BAF<FGFB9
those dogs who respond with gentle, positive guidance from the shepherd. The collie breeds and the
Wheaten are in this latter group.
In your search for a suitable trainer for your Wheaten, here are a few tips that will help you make the
right match for your dog and you:
Attend herding trials and ask club members for their recommendations for trainers. Interview
trainers who are trialing their own dogs, or judging. Many trainers are AKC herding judges as
well.
Seek out a trainer who works not only with all herding breeds, but also who is familiar with
Wheatens to the greatest extent possible.
Observe the trainer at his/her facility, working with a variety of breeds and types of clients. Look
closely for positive training methods and be attentive to any tendency toward harsh treatment of
the dogs.
Talk with other clients and ask them about their experiences with the trainer.
Personal referrals from other Wheaten owners are strongly recommended, where possible.

2. Establish basic obedience skills (sit, down, stand, come, stay) early. The AKC emphasizes
R6BAGEB??87@BI8@8AGB9FGB6>SG;EBH:;BHG<GF!8E7<A:+8:H?4G<BAF -;8;4A7?8E@HFG8@C?BL4
controlled pause at the beginning of each exercise; a recall in the middle, and a controlled stop at the
conclusion.
Enroll your Wheaten in a basic obedience class before or at the outset of your training. It is
also a wonderful way to establish the strong bond between you and your dog that is crucial to
herding.
Once your dog has mastered the rudimentary commands, more advanced obedience or rally
classes will reinforce your initial training.
3. Get your dog and you into good physical shape. Herding is one of the most grueling of dog sports.
Not only are you moving over rough or mucky terrain, you the shepherd are also working in front of or
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1. 4GG;8F<78B94WB6>B9F;88C E4A:<A:<AAH@58EF9EB@G;E88GB  ,;88C4E8CBJ8E9H?6E<GG8EF I8EL
<A78C8A78AGI4E<45?8F 4A764A@BI8<A6E87<5?L94FG 
8<A:94FGBALBHEBJA988G<F6E<G<64?GBLBHE;84?G;4A7F498GL 0;4G8I8ELBHECE898EE87
JBE>BHG4A7GE4<A<A: G45?8EBHG<A8 :8GLBHEF8?9<A:84ECE<BEGB;8E7<A: 
)E46G<68EHAA<A:4A7J4?><A:546>J4E7F F<A68LBHJ<??58@BI<A:946<A:LBHE7B:4A7G;8
F;88C<AG;898G6; 2BHJ<??VA7LBH;4I8@HF6?8FG;4GLBH7<7AUG>ABJ8K<FG87 4A7J<??G;4A>
@8?4G8E9BE<G 2BH4?FB@HFG?84EAGB:8GBHGB9G;8J4LB9G;8FGB6>DH<6>?L
E<A:LBHE7B:GBG;8I8G4A7;4I8;<@ ;8E8K4@<A87G;BEBH:;?LCE<BEGB<A<G<4G<A:;8E7<A: 
-;8ACHGLBHE7B:BA4GE4<A<A:CEB:E4@J<G;?BA:J4?>FBEBA4GE847@<?? <9F ;8<F46BH6;
CBG4GB
"9LBHE7B:UFC47F4E8ABG64??BHF87 HF8C4JJ4KBAG;8@HAG<?G;8LEBH:;8AHCBI8E8KCBFHE8
GB94E@BEE4A6;G8EE4<A :BB75E4A7<F&HF;8EUF,86E8G 78I8?BC87<A4A4749BEF?877B:F "G
<F4I4<?45?8G;EBH:;I4E<BHFBA?<A87B:I8A7BEF
?J4LF8K4@<A8LBHE7B:9BE9BKG4<?F9B??BJ<A:4?8FFBA -;8L4E8H5<DH<GBHF<AEHE4?4E84F 4E8
<AF<7<BHF 4A764AF<78?<A847B:9BEJ88>F4FJ8??4F58<A:4@4=BE;84?G;E<F> 
2. Build a good set of beginning equipment.F<A4??FCBEGF LBHE988G4E8LBHE@BFG<@CBEG4AG4FF8GF 
BB7;8E7<A:9BBGJ84E6BAF<FGFB9J4G8ECEBB95BBGFJ<G;ABA F><7FB?8F
"AE4<AL6?<@4G8F 08??<8F4E84@HFG &H7QJ<G;?<58E4?4@BHAGFB9F;88CFQG4G86;A<64?
G8E@QJ<??6BI8ELBHE5BBGF4?@BFGGBLBHE>A88F<AJ8G6BA7<G<BAF 
"AG;808FG J8FG8EABEC477B6>5BBGF4E8CE898EE879BEE4A6;G8EE4<A J<G;4@C?8EBB@9BE
@B<FGHE8 J<6><A:FB6>F
F;8C;8E7UF6EBB><F4?FB49HA74@8AG4?C<868B9:84E "G46GF4F4A8KG8AF<BAB9LBHE4E@<A
:<I<A:7<E86G<BAGBLBHE7B:<G64ACEBG86GLBH4A7 BELBHE7B:4:4<AFG6;4E:<A:F;88C4A7<G
64A;8?CLBH:8GF;88CB9998A68F<A74A:8EBHFF<GH4G<BAF "G<F'/+HF87GBFGE<>847B:
3. Consult a variety of resources (books, videos, websites). -;8E8<F4C?8G;BE4B9?<G8E4GHE8BA;8E7<A: 
F<A68;H@4AF4A77B:F;4I8588A7B<A:<GGB:8G;8E9BEG;BHF4A7FB9L84EF46EBFFG;8C?4A8G 98JB9
@L94IBE<G8F<A6?H78
Books (@4AL@BE84E8E847<?L4I4<?45?8G;EBH:;@4MBA):
i. #84AA8#BL!4EGA4:?8-4L?BE4A7-L-4L?BE Stockdog Savvy.%BI8?4A7 (?C<A8
)H5?<64G<BAF  
ii. /8E:<?, !B??4A7 Herding Dogs: Progressive Training.'8J2BE>!BJ8??BB>
!BHF8
iii. -;B@4F%BA:GBA4A74E54E4,L>8F Training the Sheep Dog.+4@F5HEL &4E?5BEBH:; 
0<?GF;<E8. $ -;8EBJBB7)E8FF 
Videos (G;8F84E847I8EG<F874FG;8RBA?LT4?? 5E887UI<78BF4I4<?45?8 S4A7G;8L4E8:E84GG;8
4A47<4AF68A8EL4?BA8<FFC86G46H?4E
i. %LAA%846; RA"AGEB7H6G<BAGB??E887!8E7<A: SBE78E87G;EBH:;BJAE<I8E4E@F
J85F<G8 JJJ 7BJAE<I8E BE:.
ii. %LAA%846; R??E887!8E7<A:-;8'8KG,G8CF S
iii. %LAA%846; R??E887!8E7<A: 8GG<A:2BHEE<I8EUF%<68AF8 S
Websites
i. $ !8E7<A:?<A>G;8$!8E7<A:+8:F4E84I4<?45?89BE7BJA?B47;GGC JJJ 4>6
BE: 8I8AGF ;8E7<A:
ii. @8E<64A!8E7<A:E887FFA !!;4FE86B:A<M870;84G8AF9BE;8E7<A:
G<G?8FF<A68G;8 F 4A7F8I8E4?B9BHE7B:F;4I884EA87G;8@;GGC JJJ 4;54
;8E7<A: BE:
iii. !8E7<A:BAG;8085;GGC JJJ ;8E7<A:BAG;8J85 6B@ E8FBHE68 ;G@
<I  )E8@<8E,HCC?<8F4A75BB>F;GGC JJJ CE8@<8EFHCC?<8F 6B@ 6 8DH<C@8AG
8A6;@4E>F IB?H@8 AH@58E C4:8

6.
Finally, patience is indeed a virtue. Sheep ranches and farms are, by definition, far from the madding
crowd. If you are lucky, one may be within an hour’s drive. In most metropolitan areas, the commute to the
sheep is more on the order of two or more hours. That said, herding training for the working stiff—who may
also be competing other dogs in a variety of AKC events—may not be feasible on a weekly basis. As with any
sport, practice makes perfect, so the frequency of lessons will drive your progress in herding.
Most herding experts calculate that it takes four to five years to make a competent stock dog—and the making of
the shepherd is the weakest link in that chain, if one is starting out as a novice with a novice dog. Your journey
with your Wheaten toward herding perfection will not come overnight. A piece of breaking news is the recent
report that Smokey, a Kerry Blue Terrier, became the first of his breed and the Terrier Group to go High In Trial
on the second leg toward his HS title in Mississippi on April 9, 2011—five years after the Kerries won their AKC
herding recognition. So relax, enjoy the clear country air, and think sheep!

An Historic Weekend of Wheaten Herding
8?/4?UFthAAH4?!8E7<A:I8AG 4A7st$!8E7<A:"AFG<A6G-8FG
L,HM4AA8,GBA84A7BAA<8$B8;?8E
B??BJ<A:G;86BA6?HF<BAB9G;8!8E7<A:"AFG<A6G-8FG
BA,HA74L 45BHG47BM8A7B:F4A7;4A7?8EFFG4L87
9BE4A49G8EABBA6?<A<6GB58:<ABE6BAG<AH8G;8<E
;8E7<A:GE4<A<A: 4EB?LA7<I<787G;8:EBHC<AGB9BHE
G84@FB9G;E88846; JBE><A:<A7<998E8AG4E84FB9G;8
94E@ -84@FEBG4G877HE<A:G;849G8EABBAGBCE46G<68
7<998E8AG8K8E6<F8F4<@874G6BAGEB??<A:G;87B:FU
A4GHE4?HE:8FGB:8G4GG;8F;88C589BE858<A:7<E86G87
GB7BFB5LG;8<E;4A7?8EF 0;<?8@4A8HI8E<A:G;8
F;88C<AG;86?4FF<698G6;J4FABGG4H:;GFC86<V64??L 
54F<6B587<8A68F><??FJ8E8;BA87GB8A45?8G;8
4EB?LA0<?>< $=H7:8 F;88C94E@BJA8E 4A7
F;8C;8E7FGB:H<78G;8<E7B:F4A7BI8E6B@8G;8<E
GE4<A8E G8FG874??7B:FG;4G;47ABGCE8I<BHF?L588A
<AFG<A6GGB6;4F8G;8F;88C GG;88A7B9G;86?<A<6 
8KCBF87GBFGB6>BA,4GHE74L@BEA<A: -;<F<F4
5BG;F8E<BHF4A7;H@BEBHF4J4E7FJ8E8:<I8ABHGGB
CE8 E8DH<F<G8GBG;8$!8E7<A:"AFG<A6G-8FG (A
G;87B: ;4A7?8EG84@F 4A7@4ALB9G;8C4EG<6<C4AGF
,4GHE74L49G8EABBA4A7,HA74L@BEA<A: 0;84G8AF
8KCE8FF87G;8<E>88A<AG8E8FG<A6BAG<AH<A:GE4<A<A:9BE
J8E8G8FG87 <:;GBHGB9G;<EG88AJ;84G8AFC4FF87
9HGHE86B@C8G<G<BA
G;8G8FGBA,4GHE74L 4A79BHEBHGB9VI8C4FF87BA
,HA74L9BE4FH668FFE4G8B9 BEG;BF87B:F
G;4G7<7ABGC4FF G;8CE<@4ELE84FBAJ4FABGG;4GG;8L
?46>87<AFG<A6GGB;8E7 5HGG;4GG;8L6BH?7ABGGBG4??L
9H?V??G;8$G8FGB587<8A68E8DH<E8@8AGFGBF;BJ
46BAGEB??87C4HF84A7E8?84F85LG;8;4A7?8E4GG;8
58:<AA<A:B9G;8G8FG 4FJ8??4F4E864??4A76BAGEB??87
FGBC4GG;88A7 -;<F<FFB@8G;<A:G;4G64A58E86G<V87
5LFB@89HEG;8EB587<8A68GE4<A<A:

-;88?4J4E8/4??8L,B9GB4G870;84G8A-8EE<8E
?H5;8?7G;8<EthAAH4?0;84G8A;8E7<A:8I8AG
4GG;8+4FC58EEL+<7:8,;88C4E@<A4A:BE ) 
0;4G@478G;<F;<FGBE<6G;<FL84EJ4FG;4G<G<A6?H787
G;8VEFG 8I8E$!8E7<A:"AFG<A6G-8FG47@<A<FG8E87
GB0;84G8AF49G8EG;8<E47@<FF<BAGBG;8$UF
;8E7<A:CEB:E4@BA#4A   

8A6;@4E>F IB?H@8 AH@58E C4:8
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Optimal Selection :

A new genetic breeding tool on the horizon for Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers
by Angela Hughes DVM PhD
Veterinary Geneticist
Mars Veterinary
&4AL,B9GB4G870;84G8A-8EE<8E5E8878EF94687<9V6H?G
786<F<BAFJ;8A6;BBF<A:CBG8AG<4?5E887<A:F 2BH;4I8
@4ALG;<A:FGB6BAF<78E<AG8E@FB9;84?G; C;LF<64? 4A7
58;4I<BE4?GE4<GF<ALBHEDH8FGGBCEB7H68G;858FGCBFF<5?8
CHCC<8F 0;<?8LBH64A6BAF<78EJ;4G47B:?BB>F?<>8
4A746GF?<>8 4A78I8AJ;4GG;8<EE8?4G<I8F4E8?<>8 LBH
@4LFG<??;4I8FB@86BA68EAF45BHGCBG8AG<4?;84?G;<FFH8F
G;4G6BH?74E<F854F87BAG;85E8874A7LBHE7B:UF94@<?L
;<FGBEL 8EG4<A?LG;8E84E8498JC;8ABGLC8G8FGFGB:<I8
HFFB@8<A9BE@4G<BA45BHGG;8E<F>B9;<C7LFC?4F<44A78L8
7<F84F8F ;BJ8I8E LBHFG<??;4I86BA68EAFE8:4E7<A:@4AL
7<F84F8FG;4GJ8;4I8?<GG?8BEAB:8A8G<6<A9BE@4G<BA45BHG
<A6?H7<A:CEBG8<A?BF<A:8AG8EBC4G;L4A7A8C;EBC4G;L 
E8A4?7LFC?4F<4 9BB74A78AI<EBA@8AG4?4??8E:<8F 4A7
@4AL@BE8 -;8F86BA68EAF64A@4>8LBHE5E887<A:
786<F<BAFI8EL7<9V6H?G -;4A>9H??L E868AG47I4A68F<A
I8G8E<A4EL:8A8G<6F;4I88KC4A787BHE45<?<GLGB?BB>4G
G;8'B95E887<A:0;84G8AF4A7CEBI<78LBHJ<G;4
58GG8EHA78EFG4A7<A:B9G;8FC86<V66;EB@BFB@4?C4GG8EAF 
64??87R;4C?BGLC8FS G;4GLBHE7B:F64EEL 4??BJ<A:LBHGB
HF8G;4G<A9BE@4G<BA<ALBHE5E887<A:786<F<BAF4A7JBE>
GB@4K<@<M8G;8:8A8G<67<I8EF<GLBE;8G8EBML:BF<GL<ALBHE
CHCC<8F

G;8E<F>B9:8A8G<6BI8E?4C LBH4E8:<I8AG;8BCCBEGHA<GL
GB7<I8EF<9LG;8:8A8G<6@4>8HCB9LBHECHCC<8F4A7E87H68
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Dog Show After Glow

Michelle and Jep Street hosted a "Dog Show After
Glow" party the Saturday evening of last year's Detroit
Kennel Club Dog Show. The annual show took place
the first weekend of March and is one of the Country's
largest all-breed, benched shows.
The invitations featured a Wheaten profile, were bound
with a blue and red ribbon, and mailed in
Montgomery Red envelopes. Sixty guests came for
"Bark, Bite and Cocktails.” The party celebrated the
Terrier, and all good dogs and dog shows. It was a great
way to bring together friends and family, and favorite
breeders, handlers, officials and ringside supporters.

The Presidential Suite on the seventieth floor of the
Detroit Marriott Renaissance Center was made to feel
like a special Kennel Club. It was set with a life size
Wheaten ice sculpture. There were small Azalea bushes
in silver bowls and trophies, around the suite. Classic,
live ivy topiaries in latticed planters graced the
perimeter of the rooms, and old show catalogs rested
on cocktail tables. while tall votives glowed with
shaded images of dogs .

Michele and Jep provided the photos from the show
and a continuous feed video of the dog show ran
during the party All went home with a doggy bag filled
with shortbread dog shaped cookies iced with a collar
and rosette around the neck, two bottled waters, dog
treats, mints and a miniature "gold" trophy. The Streets
also enclosed a donation form from the Michigan
Animal Rescue League.
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Grandma’s Attic
by Jackie Gottlieb
Meeting Today’s Challenges
Several years ago I wrote a Gazette column that
elicited much favorable notice from fanciers in other
breeds. It discussed the necessity for breed clubs to
maintain an elitist attitude. This was not in reference
to status symbols such as cars and clothes, but to
ethical standards. It was prompted by a membership
application from people who had done some
questionable things dealing with puppy people and
a member breeder. Their membership would have
given them clout in the then “hot” Wheaten market.
Fortunately the breeder who had been injured by
their activities successfully blocked the application,
and another “tempest in a teapot” was resolved.
The sponsors had hoped that these people could be
educated, and become valuable members. We will
never know if that was a possibility, but we can be
happy that by really getting to know our prospective
members, we have avoided the bad apples who would,
BA6847@<GG87 58FB7<9V6H?GGB7<F?B7:8
Today’s challenges unfortunately are not so easily
controlled. The abundance of “puppies available”
notices on our lists point them out clearly. That “hot”
market is gone, perhaps never to reappear in the same
way. Designer dogs and new “rare” breeds are enticing
the folks who are novelty motivated. HSUS and the
“feel gooders” tout the humane aspect of going to the
shelter and rescuing an innocent animal from death.
Most affecting our market is the sluggish economy.
Our dogs are high priced because, breeding according

to our ethical standards our dogs are expensive to
produce. The nature of the Wheaten mitigates against
“running on” a litter. The ability to place obvious pets
at the appropriate age is what enables us to pursue
intelligent breeding programs. The market dictates
can cripple our promotion of the breed, as we limit
and postpone matings. The state of the economy also
affects our ability to attend shows, resulting in a loss
of entries, and subsequent ability to share knowledge
and get to know breeding stock.
The other unfortunate aspect of the economic
downturn is its effect on our need to recruit
newcomers to the sport and to the breed. As some of
the “old timers,” - and I certainly am one of them retire, we need replacements. This is especially true
for most terrier breeds. It is up to us to encourage
newcomers. We have to be friendly, open, and helpful.
We must make our events inviting and fun. A few
“goodies” brought to the scene of local shows can
create the atmosphere necessary to enlist and keep
replacements. If you have a possible “show” person
purchasing a puppy, and you invite that person to
a show, you may make a valued friend, too. Local
specialties are over for the season, except for Great
Western, and, of course, that is a highlight of all
show experiences. We must leave no stone unturned
to bridge the gap between yesterday’s prosperity
and today’s uncertainties. The economy will pick
up, and those uncertainties cannot deter us from our
overall goal…to promote and protect the Soft Coated
Wheaten Terrier.



David Lincicome, Ph.D
Born: January 17, 1914
Died: March 9, 2011
Services: A memorial service was held on Saturday, March 12, 2011 at the Roxbury Congregational Church.
ROXBURY – David Richard Lincicome, 97, of Roxbury, CT died Tuesday, March 9, 2011 at Danbury
Hospital. He was the husband of the late Dorothy Lucille (Van Cleave) Lincicome and the late Margaret Amelia
(Stirewalt) Lincicome.
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David was born January 17, 1914 in Campaign,
IL, son of the late David Roseberry and Olive Iola
(Casper) Lincicome. He has resided in Roxbury
for the past seven years, previously living in the
Washington, D.C. area since 1955. He received his
Ph.D. in Tropical Medicine from Tulane University.
David was a professor and assistant professor at
universities, including Howard University and The
University of Wisconsin and is has been listed in the
Who’s Who of America for several years. He was
an active member of societies devoted to biomedical
research, dog breeding, and genetic preservation
of farm animal breeds. He was a member of the
Roxbury Congregational Church and a widely
recognized authority on the writings of Martin
Luther. He was internationally known as a specialist
in tropical medicine and as an expert in small herd
animal conservancy, and was the founder and longtime editor of two professional journals: Virology
and the Journal of Experimental Parasitology. After
retiring from academia, he had a second career as a

sheep and Nubian dairy goat farmer and as a breeder
of Soft-Coated Wheaten Terriers, serving as a judge
in numerous sheep, goat, and dog shows throughout
the country. In recent years, he has taught dozens of
students to speak German and to play the piano in his
home studio at Roxbury.
David is survived by a son, David Van Cleave
Lincicome of Roxbury, a daughter, Judith Ann
Lincicome, eight grandchildren – Marc, Ian, Sarah,
Jeremy, Daniel, Rebeccah, Kelly, and Catherine
Lincicome; and two great grandchildren – Erik
Lincicome and Kyle Klingensmith.
He was predeceased by a brother, Marian Shields
Lincicome and a sister, Louise Meister.
Memorials: Contributions may be made to the
Freedom Angel Foundation, 153 Baker Ave., Roxbury,
CT 06783.

Wheaten Ambassador Award
Given and funded annually by Dorice and Mark Stancher in memory of Duffy (Holweit’s Stancher, CGC, CD,
CDX, RN, RA) In addition to his AKC performance awards, Duffy was double certified as a therapy dog and
evaluator dog, and was the poster dog for the American Cancer Society’s Dogswalk Against Cancer in 2009,
appearing also on television and receiving the Golden Bone Award for exceptional fundraising six years in a
row. He also was herding-certified, participated in tracking with the Hudson Valley Tracking Club, kayaked, and
skijored.
Eligibility: Honoring dogs owned or co-owned by members of the Soft Coated Wheaten Terrier Club of America
(SCWTCA) who meet the following qualifications.
Qualifications: The Wheaten Terrier Ambassador Award is presented to the Wheaten Terrier that has made
a difference in its community. Preferably titled in one AKC performance event, the emphasis of this award is
on diplomacy and community service through therapy work and/or exceptional fund-raising activities for the
greater good. An added bonus is the willingness to participate in new ventures including herding-instinct testing, or outdoor sports such as skijoring or kayaking; exhibiting a zest for life.
Nominations: To be obtained from a notice in Benchmarks and on the SCWTCA.org website.
Judging Panel: Dorice Stancher, plus one Performance member, one conformation memberp
Presentation: Annual Dinner at the Montgomery weekend
Documentation: SCWTCA Awards catalog
Award: To be determined
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2011 Delaware Valley 40th Anniversary Weekend
“Run for the Roses”
by Cherie Turner Fogarty
Friday morning at Garden State All Terrier Club
74JA87FHAAL4A75E88ML9BEG;8VEFGB9F;BJF
celebrating the Delaware Valley SCWTC 40th
Anniversary. This was a Supported Entry for us and
G;8VEFGB974LFB9E8878E#H7:8F -B74LUF=H7:8
J4F?BA:G<@80;84G8AE8878E 4LHA?4C -;8E8
was an entry of 55.

,J88CFG4>8F@<?L6;BF804G8E9BE7BI8AGEL4C8E
BJA875L&4E=BE<8,;B8@4>8E4A7#<@4A7E@4
!86>@4A 8FGB9(CCBF<G8,8KJ8AGGB;8E?<GG8E@4G8
Waterford Change the World shown and owned by
&4E=BE<8,;B8@4>8E 

Winners Dog for the day was Waterford Carnival
BJA875L&4E=BE<8,;B8@4>8E4A7F;BJA5L;<F6B
breeder Cherie Turner Fogarty.
+8F8EI80<AA8EF7B:J4F&46>4A@8E4758EEL!<:;
?L8EBJA875L#8E</BL?8F4A7#<@ B?GM 
0<AA8EF<G6;J4F04G8E9BE7EB?<6-4A:?87<A%BI8
BJA875L&4E=BE<8,;B8@4>8E4A7;8E<8-HEA8E
B:4EGL +8F8EI80<AA8EF5<G6;J4F4AE<BAF <I8
G;8 <E?4$<FF BJA875L#899E8LE4GGBA4A7-<994AL
Walter.

+8:H?4E?4FF8F9B??BJ87=H7:875L<A7L/B:8?F 
Andover Wheatens. There was an entry of 65.
Winners Dog was Waterford Carnival owned by
&4E=BE<8,;B8@4>8E4A74:4<A F;BJA5L;<F6B
breeder Cherie Turner Fogarty. Reserve Winners Dog
went to his littermate Waterford Change The World.
0<AA8EF<G6; 8FGB90<AA8EF4A78FGB9(CCBF<G8
Sex was 4AE<BAF <I8G;8 <E?4$<FF BJA875L
#899E8LE4GGBA4A7-<994AL04?G8E Reserve Winners
was E4758EELUF!BGG<8<F6BGG<E<8BJA875L
Deborah Van De Ven.

8FGB9E887 8FGB90<AA8EF 4A78FG)HCCLJ8AG
GB&4E=BE<8,;B8@4>8EUF04G8E9BE74EA<I4? 8FGB9
(CCBF<G8,8KJ4F !0<?B58GUFA:8?<A&L)B6>8G
BJA875L#899E8LE4GGBA4A7-<994AL04?G8E  Select
B:J4F!0;84G8AF)E<78HKKB:4EG4A7 Select
<G6;J4F!0;<A74A68EUF,J88GE84@F4E8@478
of This.

BE8FGB9E887<A7LUF6;B<68J4F!0;84G8AF
)E<78HKKB:4EGBJA875L%4A44A70B?9E4@
&8AF8E ,8?86G7B:J4F ! E88AGE88)B<AG <I8A 
5E875L$8I<A4A78I&6BA4?74A7BJA875LG;8
&6BA4?7F4A7#46B54A7<4A8!BEFG ,8?86G5<G6;
J4F!E4758EELUF&46>4A@8 !<:;,B6<8GL+88F8 
owned by Deborah Van De Ven.

?FB GB74LJ4F4FC86<4?8I8AG BHEVEFG8I8E
E8878EUF;4??8A:8 <EFGJ8AGGBEB?<6 F86BA7J4F
#8A7H0;84G8AF G;<E7J4F-E<A<GL0;84G8AF 4A7
9BHEG;J4FE4758EEL0;84G8AF

Award of Merits for the day were Winners Dog,
04G8E9BE74EA<I4?4A7 !0<?B58GUFA:8?<A&L
)B6>8GBJA875L#899E8LE4GGBA4A7-<994AL04?G8E

9G8E=H7:<A: 4??G;88K;<5<GBEF:4G;8E879BEG;8G;
9G8E=H7:<A:J8J8E8GE84G87GB4JBA78E9H??HA6; 
AAH4?0<A84A7;88F8C4EGL;BFG875L4EB?8?4E> 5<:G;4A>FGB4EEL"I?8E9BE@4AA<A:G;8:E<??4A7
(Clewbay) and Cherie Turner Fogarty (Frolic).
>88C<A:G;8;HA:EL6EBJ7987
Saturday was another beautiful day for our 40th
AA<I8EF4ELF;BJ;8?7<A6BA=HA6G<BAJ<G;H6>F
County Kennel Club. The day started with another
?BA:G<@80;84G8AE8878E @<?L!B?78A=H7:<A:
,J88CFG4>8F -;88AGELJ4F BE8FG<A

"A477<G<BAGBG;8:E84G9BB7 ,;BJ;4<E8AA<F
4E<54H?G7BA4G874?BI8?L64A<FG8EF8G4FG;8CE<M8
9BEBHEA74AAH4?%8CE86;4HA-BFF 4A7G;8E8J8E8
lovely items at our chinese auction and silent auction.
-;4A>FGB4??J;BJ8E8><A78ABH:;GB7BA4G8<G8@F

8A6;@4E>F IB?H@8 AH@58E C4:8

Sunday was another Specialty, and the great weather
6BAG<AH879BEBHEG;8E74A7VA4?F;BJ 08FG4EG87
B99J<G;/8G8E4A,J88CF=H7:875L@<?L!B?78A 
Amaden.,-/-+'"',0),-$,J4F
! E88AGE884<EL-4?8)E<A68FF

#899E8LE4GGBA4A7-<994AL04?G8E +8F8EI80<AA8EF
J8AGGB04G8E9BE7EB?<6-4A:?87<A%BI8BJA875L
&4E=BE<8,;B8@4>8E4A7;8E<8-HEA8EB:4EGL 

8FGB9E887J4F! E88AGE88)B<AG <I8A5E87
5L$8I<A4A78I&6BA4?74A7BJA875LG;8
&6BA4?7F4A7#46B54A7<4A8!BEFG ,8?86G
-;<F74LUFE887=H7:8J4F0;84G8AE8878E +<6;4E7 B:J4F!0;84G8AF)E<78HKKB:4EGBJA87
.EDH;4EG &4EDH88 -;8E8J8E87B:F8AG8E87 
5L%4A44A70B?9E4@&8AF8E4A7,8?86G<G6;J4F
!EB?<6E8L4B98AE<FBJA875L;8E<8-HEA8E
B:4EGL4A7@<?L4A7-;B@4F,>B:?HA7 J4E7F
-B74LUF0<AA8EFB:4A78FGB90<AA8EFJ4F
B9&8E<GJ8AGGB!;BJ78A@8E<64AE84@
Waterford Change The World BJA875L&4E=BE<8
,;B8@4>8E +8F8EI80<AA8EFB:J8AGGB;<F
BJA875L8A<F88A78?8JF><4A7GB ! E88AGE88
&BBAFGEH6>&B@5B&4ABJA875L$8I<A4A78I
?<GG8E@4G804G8E9BE74EA<I4? 0<AA8EF<G6;J4F
BA684:4<A4AE<BAF <I8G;8 <E?4$<FF BJA875L
McDonald.

Del Val Sweepstakes Commentary
by Emily Holden

Being asked to judge the 40th anniversary show sweepstakes held by a local club I had helped found was an
honor, on so many levels. Certainly, I am thrilled to
be physically able to meet the task but was most excited about being able to go over the newest generation
of dogs that will influence the breed. The day couldn’t
have been better and Delaware Valley Soft Coated
Wheaten Terrier Club had a wonderful turn out. Dennis Baribault
and the club members should be
very proud of a job well done.

judge. I was given my hour in the ring and it was my
desire to find the dogs that most epitomized my view
of the standard as Illustrated in our breed’s booklet.
The dog that I placed first, WATERFORD CHANGE
THE WORLD, just might. I was quite impressed with
his elegance and his movement. The second place dog,
WATERFORD CARNIVAL, is very compact and has
lovely movement and coat. They
were dogs that could be used either
way on different days but at 9:20 on
May 7, 2011, I saw a spark of greatness in WATERFORD CHANGE
THE WORLD.
Third place also shows great promise, lovely coat and type. Fourth
place while very much a puppy
again shows great promise. He has
lovely head type, coat and great attitude.

Puppy Dog 9-12 Months
The first class consisted of 8 males
ranging in age from 9 – 12 months
of age. It was a very interesting
class and presented the second
greatest challenge that I believe
can plague a judge; the biggest being a class of 8 equally ugly dogs.
Best in Sweepstakes:
Thankfully, this was a much more
Puppy Dog 12-15 Months
Waterford Coventry Caper
JENDU WILD BLUE YONDER,
interesting and lots more fun for a
the lone entry in the 12 to 15
breeder. There were several lovely
dogs in the class and all had some merit, but the ones
month male class, made an excellent showing for himself. He has lovely hair, type and movement.
that placed first and second were of different type and
that always causes controversy. I had no idea of the
previous day’s judging, nor would it have mattered,
because judging is the dog, the day and the eye of the
8A6;@4E>F IB?H@8 AH@58E C4:8

Puppy Bitch 6-9 Months
The 6 to 9 puppy bitch class was very pretty; nice
feminine girls, pretty hair and pretty faces. I liked
BRADBERRY'S HOTTIE BISCOTTI BRIE very
much. My opinion is that she was sounder than the
other two bitches, although my second place bitch was
being a silly pup, certainly her prerogative. Young
girls just have to have fun.

My overall impression of the entry was very positive.
The type, coat color, and general characteristics of the
entry were pleasing. I really enjoyed my time in the
ring with these lovely puppies and with breeders who
are working to improve this breed.

Puppy Bitch 9-12 Months
The 9 to 12 puppy bitch class provided a couple of
;!4@B@8AGF -;8VEFGC?4685<G6; 0-+(+
COVENTRY CAPER, was one who looked at me and
connected immediately. She is a lovely type, great
?<GG?8F;BJ7B:4A7>ABJF;BJGBW4F;G;4G?BB>4G
just the right time. Second place, BRADBERRY'S
ALEXANDRIA JILLIAN, was a very close contender.
Third and fourth place were lovely girls but not quite
the same quality. In fact this was a very nice class
overall.
Puppy Bitch 12-15 Months
Puppy bitches 12 to 15 were both lovely. KILCRENNAN MARY'S AMERICAN IDOL was very impressive on the go round. LONESTAR CRACKLIN
ROSIE, has very pretty type, coat, and outline. She
just didn’t want to be a showgirl this particular day.
Puppy Bitch 15-18 Months
+'-+"-(& "JBABI8E;8E?<Gtermate GREENTREE CHRISTMAS MAGIC with
coat and showmanship but the girls are very pretty and
could easily change places on another day.
Best in Sweepstakes (from the 9-12 puppy bitch
6?4FF -;8VA4??<A8 HCJ4FI8ELC?84F<A:5HGG;8FG4E
B9G;874LJ4F0-+(+(/'-+2)+

Best of Opposite Sex in Sweepstakes:
04G8E9BE7;4A:8G;80BE?7

Veteran Sweepstakes: Sunday, May 8, 2011
The three girls were very exciting to watch and
moved and behaved a lot like the pups I judged the
74L589BE8 -;8LWBJ874EBHA7G;8E<A:4A78A=BL87
G;8<EG<@8<AG;8FHA ! +'-+"+2-%
PRINCESS at age 141/2 showed and moved like the
royalty she is. It was a joy to watch her.
CH LONESTAR PRAIRIE MOON is such a pretty
girl and at age 11, was using herself for all she was
worth. CH GREENTREE CLOVER GINGER ROSE
was another lovely entry and showed beautifully.
These girls all deserved the applause and the attention
of the day. They were a delight.

Best of Opposite Sex (from the 9-12 puppy dog
6?4FF 0-+(+!' -!0(+%?
ittermate to the BISS winner!
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Del Val SCWTC May 7, 2011
Specialty Critique
I was honored to be asked to judge the Del Val
,0- th Anniversary Show, and had been looking
9BEJ4E7GBG;84FF<:A@8AG "FG<??E8@8@58EG;8VEFG
Del Val match show in Macungie, PA, and the number
of founding breeders still active today speaks well to
their dedication to our wonderful breed! The show
committee certainly “pulled out all the stops” making
the occasion extra special. Ribbons and awards were
FC86G46H?4E "58?<8I8<G<FG;8VEFGG<@8G;E88,0-
breeder/judges have passed on the same entry, and the
similarity of our choices over the three day weekend
was most interesting.
The essence of our breed is not complicated: a square,
upstanding, balanced Terrier, sporting a silky, soft coat
B9J4E@ 0;84G8A6B?BE 7<FC?4L<A:4;4CCL @8EEL
disposition, and moving with moderate reach and
7E<I8 "J4FC?84F87GB5845?8GBVA7G;8F8I<EGH8F<A
my winners.

9-12 Puppy Dogs

<EFGC?46804G8E9BE74EA<I4? 04A7(& J4F
a standout; moderate, well-balanced with an attractive
head, he was sound-moving and used every bit of

Bred By Exhibitor Dogs

0<G;4CB?B:<8F @LE86BE78E7<7AUGJBE>7HE<A:G;<F
6?4FF -;8J<AA8E04G8E9BE7;4A:8G;80BE?7+0
4A7?<GG8E@4G8GBG;80 J4FDH<G84A8L864G6;8E 
@BE88KGE8@87B:G;4AG;80J<G;FC86G46H?4EA86>
and shoulder construction, he might well have edged
out his brother had he chosen to use his small, well-set
ears better on the day.

Open Dogs

Single entry (Greentree Trinity Havin’ A Par Ti)
sported pretty ears, but was a bit big, rangy, and offcolor.

Winners Dog was a duel between the two brothers,
J<G;4EA<I4?BHG F;BJ<A:;4A:8-;80BE?7
Puppy Bitches 6-9

<EFGC?468E4758EELUF!BGG<8<F6BGG<E<8 DH<G8
98G6;<A:4A798@<A<A8 4A7J8AGBAGB+0 ,;8
was well balanced with an appealing head and used
herself well. Good coated, her color was a little darker
than I prefer, but puppy coat color is not necessarily
an indication of adult color. The second place bitch
had an excellent tailset, but was a little longer cast.
The third place bitch was nicely balanced, but not in
optimum condition and didn’t use herself as well.

9-12 Puppy Bitches

Winners Dog: Waterford Carnival

!;BJ78A@8E<64AE84@ !04G8E9BE7EB?<6(U)E8F6BGG
Owner: M C Shoemaker. Breeders: M C Shoemaker & C Turner
B:4EGL

himself. The attractive second place dog also sported a
good head and very pretty coat and color. He was a bit
larger in ear, and could use a higher tailset. The third
and fourth place dogs didn’t use their legs as well as
G;8VEFGGJB

Nice class. The winner (Bannions Give The Girl a
$<FF0 04A7(,J4F4?FB4E84?FG4A7BHG 
Balanced, moderate, she was good headed, pretty
coated and used herself well. The second place bitch
was nice and compact, but could use a bit more head.
She, too, used herself well, having particularly strong
drive from the rear. Third place, also a nice pup, was
a little longer cast and didn’t use her legs as well. The
fourth place bitch was a bit long and low and would
;4I858A8VG87J<G;?8FF6B4G

12-18 Bitches

<EFGC?468&<6;4?88AUF"AA<F9E880;<G8(U&BEAJBA
BA;8EBI8E4??I<EGH8F 0;<?8F;8;47G;858FG@4>8
and shape in the class, I still would have shortened
her up. The second place bitch was sound moving,
but a bit large in ear and gave to the winner in overall
balance.
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Amateur Owner Handler Bitch

Single entry (Holweit’s Red Grenadine) was a bit
short on leg and lacked coat.

Bred By Exhibitor Bitches

-;8VEFGC?4685<G6;#8A7H-J<FG87,<FG8EJ4FG;8
58FG54?4A687 "JBH?7CE898E4?<GG?8?8FFB9;8E 5HG
F;8J4F4?FBG;858FGBA;8E?8:F -;8F86BA7C?468
5<G6;J4FCE8GGL6B4G874A7;474C?84F<A:;847 5HG
7<7AUGHF8;8E?8:F4FJ8?? -;8G;<E7C?4685<G6;J4F
4A<68F<M8 4A7F;4C8 5HG45<G6B4EF8<AF>H?? F;BEG
BA6B4G4A7CEBH7B9;8EG4<? BHEG;C?468J4FI8EL
FBHA7 5HGB996B?BE 6E<FC<A6B4G 4A745<G7B::L

Best of Breed!0;84G8AF)E<78HKKB:4EG

J4FABFGE4A:8EGB@8 ";4I847@<E87;<F54?4A68 
FH5FG4A684A7FBHA7A8FF !<FF<A:?8 :B?78A J4IL
6B4GF;<@@8EF<AG;8FHA4A7@BI8FJ<G;G;85E88M8 
"58?<8I8G;4GG;89BHA78EFB9BHE5E887JBH?74:E88
G;4GG;<F;4A7FB@87B:E8CE8F8AGFG;8BE<:<A4?
6BA68CGB9G;8,B9G6B4G870;84G8A-8EE<8EP4FGHE7L 
HCFG4A7<A:6B@C4A<BA7B:J;B6BH?77B474LUF
JBE>BAG;894E@ 

Open Bitches

6?4FFB9GJB8KGE8@8F -;8J<AA8E04G8E9BE7
74E8A8JJ4FG;85<::8E4A77B::<8EB9G;8GJB 
5HGFBHA7G;8BG;8E @BE898@<A<A85<G6;7<7AUGHF8
her legs as well.

Winners Bitch J8AGGBG;8BHGFG4A7<A: 
CHCCLG;4GCHG<G4??GB:8G;8EBAG;874L -;8I8EL
CEB@<F<A:545LCHCCLJ8AGE8F8EI8 :<I<A:GBG;8
J<AA8EBA;847 84EF4A7G4<?F8G ,;8 GBB CHGBA4
great show.

Best of Breed: !0;84G8AF)E<78HKKB:4EG  

L!BA8L?88UF%BE7(9&L!84EG
%BH%BH/BA8E?HE4H 
(JA8EF%4A4&8AF8E0B?9E4@&8AF8E 
E8878E<E>'4F8

Best of Opposite Sex was won by the class bitch
J;BCE8FF87;4E79BEG;8GBC4J4E7<AG;88A7 ;8E
LBHG;9H?FG4@<A4:<I<A:BHG 

The Select Dog ! E88AGE88)B<AG <I8A
and Select Bitch!E4758EELUF&46>4A@8

Winners Bitch/Best of Winners/
Best of Opposite Sex:
Banrions Give the Girls a Kiss

!<:;,B6<8GL+88F8J8E8FBHA7 4CC84?<A: GLC8L
E8CE8F8AG4G<I8F 

!%<F@BE8-;80BE?7"F'BGABH:; 
!0<?B58GUFA:8?"A&L)B6>8G
E8878EF BJA8EF#899E8L#E4GGBA-<994AL04?G8E

The Veteran Dog!%BA:E88$4E4GB9
&BEA<A:FG4EJ4F4A<68 JBE>@4A?<>87B:B5I<BHF?L
enjoying his day.
The Veteran Bitch ! E88AGE884<EL-4?8

)E<A68FF4GEH8:B?78AB?7<8 FG<??DH<G8FBHA7 ;47
9HA 

Select Bitch
!E478EELUF&464A@8!<:;,B6<8GL+88F8

!&8?4A788UF!<:;0<E86G !E4758EELUF?8K4A7E<4
E468$8??L(JA8E85BE4;/4A8/8A E8878EF85BE4;
/4A8/8A#8E</BL?8F

8A6;@4E>F IB?H@8 AH@58E C4:8

Awards of MeritJ8AGGBG;8584HG<9H?04A74
?BI8?LFC86<4?F5<G6; !0<??B58GUFA:8?<A&L
)B6>8GG;4GJ4FG;874@B9G;80 0 (, 

"9BHA7@4ALC?84F<A:0;84G8AF<AG;88AGEL 4A7
5E8878EF4E8GB586B@@8A787C4EG<6H?4E?L<A?<:;G
B95E887<A:6B@CEB@<F8F54F87BA;84?G;<FFH8F "A
:8A8E4? G;BH:; GBB@4AL0;84G8AF4E8<A6BEE86G<A
BHG?<A8 B99 FDH4E8 8<G;8E?BA:<A5B7L F;BEGBA?8:P
BEP5BG;!84778G4<?F4E8B9G8A?46><A:546>F>H??F
4E86B4EF8@HMM?8F4E8F;BEG4A7B9G8AFA<C8L ,GBCF

4E8<A6BEE86GE8FH?G<A:<A5EB>8A;847C?4A8F L8F
4E8GBB6?BF8GB:8G;8E 4A7 BEGBB?4E:8E8FH?G<A:<A4A
HA6;4E46G8E<FG<68KCE8FF<BA %4E:84A7B9G8A?BJF8G
84EF4E86B@@BA 4H?GL6BAFGEH6G<BAB9G8A@4A<98FGF
<GF8?9<ACBBE@BI8@8AG ">ABJG;4G,0-5E8878EF
4E84@BA:G;8@BFG787<64G87 4A7"U@;BC89H?G;4G
G;8F8<FFH8F64A586BEE86G87<A9HGHE8:8A8E4G<BAF 
0<F;<A:LBH4??G;858FGB9?H6> 4A7 4:4<A G;4A>LBH
9BEG;8BCCBEGHA<GL4A7;BABEGBC4FFBALBHE7B:F
<A7L/B:8?F
&4L  

Support your SCWT Specialties
#HA8   



,0-B9,G %BH<FB??BJE8FH?GFBA-J<GG8E

#HA8  

,0-B9,BHG;8EA4?<9BEA<4

#HA8  

,0-B9,BHG;8EA4?<9BEA<4

#H?L  

,0-B9 E84G8E&<?J4H>88

,8CG8@58E  
(6GB58E  

E84G8E8AI8E,0-
,0-'4G<BA4?,C86<4?GL

"9LBH4E8HA45?8GB4GG8A7 LBH64A9B??BJG;874<?LE8FH?GFBA-J<GG8E 
CEBI<787GBLBH5L78IBG87E<A:F<78B5F8EI8EF
8A6;@4E>F IB?H@8 AH@58E C4:8
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SCWT CHAMPION and PERFORMANCE TITLES
January – March 2011
Compiled by Sheila O’Connell
DOG
Ch Acacia's Angel Of Music Encore CD
Ch Andover Solista
GCh Baroque You Ain't Seen Nothing Yet
GCh Bossa Nova Calkiem Inny Piesek
Ch Bradberry's Mackanme High Society Reese
Ch Brelan Knight Magic
GCh Candance Dazed And Confused
Ch Canopy Road's Far Out
Ceili's Eccentric Orbit OA AXJ MXP AJP

DAM
Ch Acacia's Hot Lava
Ch Andover Virtual Magic
Ch Marquee's If It Ain't Baroque
Aschanta Wheaten Lulaby
Ch Bradberry's Alexandria Grace Kelly
Brelan's Forever Magic
Ch Candance New Daze Come
Ch Canopy Road's Golden Girl
Ch Waterford Just A Second CDX OA OAJ

Ceili's Firefly NAJ
Ch Coventrys Glory Hallelujah
Ch Cuilinn Purple Heart
Daisy Mae Of Gable Oaks AX AXJ OF
Ch Doubloon's Doubleday
Ch Dundalk A League Of Her Own
Dundalk's Flash Of Lightning NA NAJ
Dunfrae's Red Gate Renegade MX MXJ OF
Ch Edgewood Idog Classic
GCh Frolic Freya Of Fenris
GCh Galen's Winter's Tale
GCh Gemstone's All That Glitters
Ch Gleanngay Last Hooray
GCh Greentree Point Given
Ch Greentree Sunday Silence
Ch Haldane Oh Baby, Don'T You Loose Your Lip On Me
Heirloom To Infinity And Beyond OA OAJ
Ch Inishkeen's Pillow Full O'Petals
Ch Jendu Outlaw CD RA TD
Jendu Pocket Full Of Posies
Joydell's New Beginning For Macguiness AX AXJ OF NFP
MACH7 Joy-Dells New Years Malley MXF TQX
Kaler Country Star NA NAJ NF
Ch Kaylynn Murphy's Law Unto Himself NA
Ch Keepsake's Georgia On My Mind
Kincora Crystal Ball For Leela OA OAJ
Ch Kinsale's Prissy Priscilla
Ch Legend Berra Of Good Tidings
Lexis Fashion Junkie RA MXP MJP
Ch Lil'Town Wayward Whind
GCh Lindystar's Life Of Riley
Ch Lontree Desert Sunflower
Maggy NA OAJ OF
Ch Marlands Katy Beautiful Katy
GCh Moonstruck Million Dollar Baby
GCh Moonstruck Sanddollar Sassy Salsa

SIRE
Ch Honeylee's Bye My Fair Whind
Ch Andoverwildrose Lava Quente
Ch Stratford Top Priority
Nugat Awangarda Pszeniczna
Ch Melandee's High Wire Act
Ch Duidream Quicktime
Ch Lontree 24 Karat Of Morningstar
Ch Mil Mear Geragold How Far?
Ch Caraway Worth Your Thyme
Ch Hullabaloo Ashford To A T VCD2 RE MX AXP
MXJ AJP
Wheatstone In The Sun
Ch Ellora Footlooseicon
Jo's Jasper Of Shanon Hill
Ch Melandee's High Wire Act
Ch Marquee's Tricks Of The Trade
Ch Westridge High Adventure CDX GN RAE
Ch Islander's Jamakin Me Krazy
Ch Duidream Quicktime
Ch Hion The Graduate
Ch Starlight Treasure Chest
Ch Lontree Desert Star
GCh Ch Andover Mayhem Magic
Ch Greentree Trinity Heart Break Kid
Ch Greentree Trinity Heart Break Kid
Ch Whindancer's Sweet Baby James
Ch Mil Mear Geragold How Far?
Ch Robins Crest Lil Cloud Nine
Ch Jendu Fleur De Lis
Ch Marland's Awesome Dandy Andy
Mariner's Catch As Catch Can
Ch Edgewood At The Apollo
Ch Villa Rosas Dun Dryk Star O'Kaler
Ch Trébol Top Billing OA OAJ NAP NJP
Ch Greentree Keepsake Tobasco Cat
Ch Glenamon Gleangay He's Key 2me
Wheaten Rebel's Carlos Santana
GCh Gleanngay Legend Of The Grail
Ch Gleanngay Derring-Do RN OA NAJ
Ch Rolfelan Danny Boy O'Lil' Town
Ch Lontree 24 Karat Of Morningstar
Ch Starlight Master Of The Game
GCh Dundalk Put Me In Coach
Ch Greentree Skellig's Samba Par Ti
Ch Greentree Skellig's Samba Par Ti

Ch Orion Trébol Hot On The Leader Board RN NA NAJ
Paisley's Scooter Boy OA OAJ MXP4 MJP5 PAX
Ch Reflections Step It Out Mary
Ch Reyem's Saddle Up N Ride
GCh Seanacy's Walk The Line
Ch Serendipity's Mamma Mia
Ch Star Hunters Dream Girl
GCh Star Shadowlands Of Aslan
GCh Stratford Let Them Eat Cake
GCh Stratford Top Brass
Ch Sundance Second Chance
Teddybear Jump For Joy NAP
Ch Tiffen's One And Only
Vanbeard's Legally Blonde CD RE
Vermillion Doogan's Irish Cream OA AXJ
Ch Waterford Encore Aingeal
Ch Wheaten Rebel's Nelson For Navy
Ch Wicklow's Six Sigma
GCh Wilobet's Angel In My Pocket

Ch Trébol Labour Leader
Ch Paisley After Midnight
Ch Ellora Bastion
Ch Mil Mear Geragold Cowboy Up
Ch Candance Daze Of Thunder
Ch Harbour Hill R U Nuts?
Ch Briarlyn Star Hunter's Quest
Ch Aslan's Blitzing Star
Ch Kincora Tara Gold O' West Isles
Ch Stratford Top Priority
Ch Eudora's Isak Finnigan O'Bradberry
Ch Sanddollars Sky King
Tiffen's Razz Ma Tazz
Ch Vanbeards Alex
Traligill Gradaigh O'Kaler
Ch Dhowden American Dream
Wheaten Rebel's Walk On Top
Ch Paisley Forever Man
Ch Lonestar's Order Of The Phoenix

Ch Marland's Punkin A Smile Maker
Ch Greentree Moonstruck Fairy Tale
Ch Greentree Moonstruck Fairy Tale
Ch Acacia's Some Like It Hot CDX RE OA OAJ AXP AJP
NFP
Ch Paisley Part Of The Plan
Ch Lontree Liberty Ann Justice
Ch Reyem's Dressed For Dancing
Ch Edgewood Walk The Plank
Ch Marquee's Music Of The Night
Ch Kaler In Your Dreams
Star Dykstra In The Zone
Ch Stratford Spice Girl
Ch Stratford Spice Girl
Ch Sundance Truly An Heirloom
Ch Sho-Well's RX For Love
Tiffen's Lollipop Lillipop
Vanbeard's Bahrion Boadicea
Kaler's Amanda Of Vermilion
Ch Waterford Frolic O' Prescott
Honeylee's Kiss Me I'm Irish
Wicklow's Holweit Mini Me
Ch Wilobet's Rose Of Tralee

Ceili's Leap For Joy AX AXJ OF
Ch Coventry's Sunday Sermon
Ch Cuilinn 007
Misty Lanes Lucy Lou
Ch Doubloon's Rookie Card
Ch Dundalk Redhill Garden Of Good And Evil
Ch Dundalk Redhill Garden Of Good And Evil
Dunfrae's Mira's Classy Lady
Ch Edgewood Bugaboo Bamboo
Ch Frolic Prescott Of Waterford
Galen's Five Golden Rings
Ch Gemstone's Marquee Cut
Ch Gleanngay Lady Of The Lake
Greentree Preakness Clover
Greentree Preakness Clover
Ch Deryni A Promise Kept
Ch Heirloom Wish Upon A Star RA OA OAJ OAP AJP
Ch Inishkeen Maille Of Vanbeard
Ch Greentree Skellig's Jendu Taboo
Ch Jendu Fleur De Fete
Joy-Dell's Kelly Stormin Nite
Joy-Dell's Kelly Stormin Nite
Kaler Born To Fly RN NA OAJ NF
Ch Reyem's Who's Under My Skirt
Lindywheat's Chill Out Verandas
Ch Kincora G'Otto Have A Ball
Kinsale's Beck And Call
Sundance Truly Winsome
Ch Deryni One For The Money
Ch Lil'Town Flirtin In The Whind
Ch Wheatnbrook's Starry Night
Ch Lontree Cait Nip
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Time to Make Plans to Hitch up
the Wagons and Join Us in Greeley
for the Wheaten Round-Up
Specialty Date:
Saturday, Sept. 10, 2011
Our Specialty is in Conjunction
With the
Rocky Mountain All Terrier Club
(RMATC) and
Evergreen Colorado Kennel
Club Shows.
3 Days of Shows, 2 All Breed.

Judging
Information
Friday, Sept 9 RMATC Specialty
Sweepstakes Judge: TBA
Specialty Judge:
Peggy Beisel McIlwaine

Plan to join us at the
Saturday, Sept 10 GDSCWTC Specialty
Sweepstakes Judge:
Bunkhouse on Saturday
Kari Loken
Specialty Judge:
evening for chow and
Anne Katona
Sunday, Sept 11 Evergreen Colorado
our annual silent auction
Kennel Club
Breed
Judge:
and
raffle
The
Wheaten
will bark an alarm when strangers
approach;
he is alert
Lydia Colman Hutchinson
and exhibits interest in his surroundings.
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Wheaten

Superintendant: Onofrio

Entry Supported by SCWTCA

Mark Your Calendars Now
to Support Wheaten Health
by Helen Moreland
Following are two opportunities to support all Soft Coated Wheaten Terriers by participating in one of the two
DNA Clinics listed below. The blood samples and information collected at these clinics will enroll your dogs in
the NIH Lifetime Health Study and/or the Canine Phenome Project .
If you have an AKC registered SCWT puppy born between January 1, 2006, and December 31, 2010, we
encourage you to contribute to NIH research by submitting a blood sample. For the Canine Phenome Project,
a blood sample from any age SCWT dog is eligible. You will also need to bring AKC Registered Name and
number and for NIH, a pedigree. These two projects area designed to help with researching health issues in
our breed.
For CPP
Blood sample for DNA extraction (to be drawn at the clinic)
Dog’s name, sex, registration information (if any) and pedigree (if known)
Signed consent form with owner contact information
Completion of online general health survey and pedigree information (if known)
$%$%" !$   "#!+$#%"&)""$"#$##%"&)
 $ #%$   '$#!) $  "$+"#$  #
For NIH
Blood sample for DNA extraction
Dog’s name, sex, AKC registration information and pedigree
$$$  !$%$#%"&)# ")"#
Copies of veterinary and laboratory reports for diagnosed health issues
Signed consent form with owner contact information
No fee for samples collected at SCWT group clinics
There will be more blood clinics in various geographic areas around the country to collect samples for the NIH
SCWT Lifetime Health Study and the Canine Phenome Project. Look for those announcements.

Clinics
DNA Collection Clinic
When: May 21, 2011
SCWT Conformation Match co-sponsored by the SCWTCGTB
Where : Gladden Park Recreation Center
3901 30th Ave. N.
St. Petersburg, FL
BAG46G'4A6L E<9VA wheaten@tampabay.rr.com
Telephone: 941-677-6140
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DNA Collection Clinic
When: June 25,2011
Where: Willingboro Veterinary Clinic - Doctor Lawrence Wolf VMD
12 Sidney Lane
Willingboro New Jersey 08046
Contact: Bev and Kevin McDonald, greentreewheatens@comcast.net
Telephone: 609-698-9590 or
Cheri Turner-Fogarty, turnerfogarty@verizon.net
Telephone: 410-923-1247
Consent forms will be available through each coordinator.

NEW OPEN REGISTRY MEMBERS
May 11, 2011
The Open Registry is a joint project of SCWTCA-sponsored research at NC State University,
University of PA and the University of Guelph (Canada). Its purpose is to publish information
BA6BAVE@8764F8FB9:8A8G<67<F84F8F<A0;84G8AF4A7GB@4<AG4<A;84?G;4A7:8A8G<6E86BE7F
for SCWTCA-sponsored research. Dr. Meryl Littman at Penn maintains the Registry at the
request of SCWTCA.
Members of the Open Registry agree to forward pedigrees and medical data for all Soft Coated
Wheaten Terries they own, have owned or bred who may be affected with Protein-losing
Enteropathy/Nephropathy, Addison’s Disease, Renal Dysplasia or Irritable Bowel Disease to the
SCWT Open Registry, c/o Dr. Littman. For membership form, visit SCWTCA web site at http://
scwtca.org/documents/health/or_membershipform_20100630.pdf. For a complete list of Open
Registry members, email kccarlson@comcast.net.
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CUILIN N FUN N Y FACE
“JOJO”
For you’r e a cutie,
W ith M or e than beauty,
You’ve got a lot of,
Per * son* ali* T.N .T*

C h . Tr ebo l Labo ur Leader x C h. Ac ac ia F ar r ar i t est ar o ssa
!"#$ %&'()*++& ,-++-*. / !0"%0"0 12-34
(56.#$ %&'
()*++& ,-++-*.
7*.#:; 5<=

)0.$+#$ %&'
708#++ 9#"#%#+&-

*Funny Face – starring Audrey Hepburn and Fred Astair
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Subscription Rates
SCWTCA members USA $25/year, Canada and overseas $35/year
non-SCWTCA members USA $35/year, non-SCWTCA members Canada and overseas $45/
year
US funds only
The link to Benchmarks online is sent to all AKC approved and provisional SCWT judges
Benchmarks is also sent to all judges requesting a subscription, free of charge

Articles and letters for September issue are due August 1
Advertising Rates
Full page only, 1 picture $40.00, additional pictures $5 each
Page size 8.5 x 11 inches
Ads may be sent as e-mail attachments, photo 300dpi .jpeg format
Original photos will be returned
Back Cover advertising in color $100
Only photos with un-touched dogs will be accepted. Limit health references to hip and eyes
and/or “health testing current and shared upon request.” Ads accepted from club members
only and limited to two pages per issue. ONLY CLUB MEMBERS’ CHECKS WILL BE
ACCEPTED for ads of co-owned and/or bred dogs.

Publications
Owner’s Manual
Benchmarks (Back Issues)
Grooming Chart
Pet Grooming Pamphlet
Illustrated Standard

$11
$6
$3
$3
$18

Multiple copies available to club members only. See directory for
prices
SINGLE COPIES ONLY to non-members. Price includes postage
if mailed in the U.S.

YEARBOOKS
(1988-2000) specify the year
(2001-2003) specify the year
(2004-2005) specify the year
2006-2007

$15
$20
$25
$45

Ad closing date for September issue: August 1

For all publications except Benchmarks subscriptions and
pricing for shipments
outside the USA contact:
Cindy Shea, 1524 Meinershagen Rd.,
Foristell, MO 63348-1707
eringlo@yahoo.com

Send advertising to Molly O’Connell, 7912 South Vincennes Way, Centennial, CO 80112. (If
sent by overnight service, sign “signature waiver” so driver will leave package). If you have
copy submitted by May 1, a draft layout will be sent to you for edits. Include e-mail address
for quick turnaround. Payment sent to the editor, payable to SCWTCA.

For Benchmarks subscriptions contact:
Cindy Jansen, 1203 Pierpont Meadows Rd.,
Columbia, MO 65201-9309
cjansen@socket.net

MEMBERSHIP PACKET
RESCUE
HEALTH ISSUES
FECAL API KITS
2011 MCKC

Linda Ruedy, wheatenmom@hotmail.com
Nancy Butler, nbtrigo@cybermesa.com
Cecily Skinner, tarascwt@aol.com
Toni Vincent, FecalAPIKit@aol.com
Pat Mullin, pat@lochlinear.com

BENCHMARKS
ADDRESS CHANGES
Robyn Alexander, webmaster
Bd of Directors
OFA database

Cindy Jansen, cjansen@socket.net
directory@scwtca.org
web@scwtca.org SCWTCA
board@scwtca.org
http//www.offa.org/search.html

CERF database

http//www.vmdb.org/cerf.html

Donations
All donations are sent to:
Lori Kromash
107 Croton Court
Spring City, PA 19475-3428
Checks are made payable to SCWTCA, Inc. drawn on US accounts or with International money orders in US funds.

Make all checks payable to SCWTCA, Inc.
ONLY US FUNDS WILL BE ACCEPTED.
All others will be returned.

Celebrating Long Life submit to:
Jeri Voyles by closing date
August 1: jgvoyles@centurytel.net
Benchmarks Editor
Molly O’Connell
moconn1030@comcast.net
Benchmarks<FG;8B9V6<4?DH4EG8E?LCH5?<64G<BAB9
SCWTCA, Inc. The opinions expressed in articles
contained herein are those of the authors and not
A868FF4E<?LG;BF8B9G;87<GBE BEG;8(9V68EF4A7
Directors of the Club. The Editor reserves the right to
reasonably edit all material submitted for publication.
Comments, suggestions, and expressions of opinion
from the readers are always welcomed. Original
articles may be reprinted with the permission of the
Editor.

Donations for Wheaten health may be sent to the
SCWTCA Endowment Fund to:
Toni Vincent
3825 132 Ave NE
Bellevue, WA 98005-1303
Checks are made payable to:
SCWTCA Endowment, Inc. (fully deductible for IRS purposes)
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GCh Andover Mayhem Magic “Hammy” X Ch Gleanngay Lady Of The Lake “Ninianne”
when Andover and Gleanngay pair up, magic happens!
“Bode” finished under Pat Trotter at Sun Country Terrier with three majors in six shows
Owner David and Susan Allphin, Highland Utah
daveallphin@hotmail.com
Handled by Amy Rutherford

Breeder Gay Dunlap
gleanngay@cox.net

